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OPINION

WORLD NEWS

Columnist Jena Lohrbach
expresses her dislike of using
blue books to take exams.

Weather Today:
possible rain
High 60. Low 33

SPORTS

A boy tries to reach
his hut on an
inflated tube after
a cyclone hit
in Jaleshwar.

Volleyball is back on track after
winning at Marshall 3-0.

Walter Payton, the
NFL's leading rusher,
died of o rare cancer
disease at age 45.
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A doily independent student press

U. receives grant
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
The University Peerbased Alcohol Misperceptinn Program has
received a $75,000 national
grant to continue its research
efforts and program initiatives
to curb binge drinking.
Receiving one of the
seven grants awarded by
the U.S. Department of
Education distinguishes
BGSU as one of the top
institutions in the country for alcohol abuse
prevention program-(^
ming. Fifty schools
applied
for
the
grants.
"We are in the
big leagues now,"
said Terry Rentner,
assistant
professor
of|
journalism and
researcher
of
the drinking habits of college
students. "We are being recognized for being on the cutting
edge of binge drinking programs."
According to Rentner, the
University Peer-based Alcohol
Misperception
Program
received this grant because of
BGSU's "innovative approach

to the problem of high risk
drinking among college students."
Rentner said the program
strives to change attitudes and
the campus environment by not
"shaking our fingers and saying
this is

equals high drinking," she said.
"And it is the same way with
greeks- greek members think
that high risk drinking is
expected, but we want to show
them that this is not true."
The fact that the program is
run by a researcher and health
facilitator also distinguishes it
from other programs, said Chrisine
Hageman,
•alth promotion
coordinator. She
believes Rentner's research is
key to implementing the
programs
that come out
of
her
office.

Jeflnp

consumption of flue
or more drinks
at a time by a
male and four
or more drinks
by a female.

^cA W

bad,"
but
instead
by ^A >
dispelling drink-\
ins
misconceo- /Cg^
tions. Much of their program
initiatives are aimed toward
first-year students and Greeks.
"First- year students want to
fit in and they think college

Although Rentner is pleased
that there has been a 2.5 percent reduction in binge drinking since the onset of the program, the grant money will give
her the means to further
expand the program. One initiative is to bring the message
into local high schools.

"My feeling is, why not try to
dispel imaginary norms before
they get to college," Rentner
said.
Hageman shared similar
thoughts.
"We want to go into high
schools and ask them what they
are expecting in college and
then tell them what it is really
like," Hageman said, noting
that most high school students
think all college students drink
when, in fact, 24 percent of
BGSU students do not drink at
all.
Rentner also plans to be a
"model program" for other colleges and universities that are
interested in starting similar
programs. Additionally a large
portion of the money will go
toward hiring a person to
administer alcohol surveys and
conduct the follow-up meetings
with students.
Other plans include an online newsletter and a video conference focusing on binge drinking.
Rentner has been researching high risk drinking since
1992, but the program kicked
into high gear in 1997 with the
misconceptions program, "I
Don't Drink As Much As You
• See BINGE, page seven.

Compton fire
motive unknown
By BRENT RYMAN and
KATIE ADDISON
The BG News
The fourth floor of Kreischer-Compton averted a dangerous situation early Sunday
morning when the door to room
404 was set on fire by an
arsonist, according to the Campus Police.
Units from the Campus
Police and the Bowling Green
City Fire Department responded to an alarm that was activated at 1:32 a.m. Sunday by
smoke from a smoldering magazine picture and cork-filled
message board attached to the
outside of a female student's
door. The student reported that
an unknown person set the
lire
According to Amber Skoch,
freshman undecided major and
resident of 404 Compton, neither she nor her roommate
vere home iit the time the fire
was set.
Both things were on fire,
according to the report, said
Dick Gullufsen, University
public information officer.
Gullufsen said setting anything on fire in a living unit
can be extremely dangerous for
everybody involved.

"We are taking it very sen
ously at this time," Gullufsen
said. "The motive could range
from a simple prank to actually
knowingly causing damage or
attempting to hurt someone."
Gullufsen said the police do
not have any suspects at this
time. However, because of the
possible danger involved, they
are not ruling anything out
"Technically, it's an arson,"
Gullufsen said, adding that the
offenders could be charged
with the first degree misdemeanor of aggravated arson
coupled with criminal damaging charges
There are also reports that a
resident adviser and a graduate hall director helped extinguish the blaze with a cup of
water. Both declined to comment, however, citing a rule
apparently prohibiting residence hall employees from
talking to t' • press
"We are very upset about it,
"Skoch said. "I want to gel to
the bottom of it. I hope this
doesn't happen to anyone else."
Anyone with information
pertaining to this crime is
encouraged to contact Sgt.
Chuck Lewis of the Campus
Police at 372-2346.

Clinton encourages Arab-Israeli negotiations
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
OSLO, Norway — Entering
a fateful year in Middle East
peacemaking. President Clinton offered strong encouragement Monday and perhaps
even Camp David-style negotiations to help Israel and the
Palestinians resolve "the really
hard part" of their decades-old
conflict.
"I wouldn't rule out anything," said Clinton, eager to
crown his checkered presidency
with a historic peace agreement. There is nothing I would
not do if I thought it would genuinely help to build a lasting
peace in the Middle East."
The president met separately with Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Barak and Palestinian
leader.Yasser Arafat on the eve
of a three-way meeting among
them. Arafat and Barak

planned two hours of talks late
Monday to set the stage. They
were described as focused on
how to get down to business to
meet tough negotiating deadlines.
The leaders gathered in this
northern European country of
glaciers and fjords to pay tribute to the late Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin, assassinated four years ago by an
Israeli opponent of the peace
process. At a memorial dinner,
Rabin's widow Leah challenged
Barak and Arafat to "find the
right formula to finish what my
husband started and had to pay
the highest price for — his life."
"It is now up to you," she said
emotionally. "Is it too much to
ask for?"
Visiting Oslo's hilltop palace,
Associated Press Photo
Clinton reviewed troops with
King Harald, dressed in mili- U.S. President Bill Clinton (right) and Palestinian leader Yasser
tary uniform with red sash. The Arafat meet prior to their bilateral talks in Oslo.

"There is nothing I would not do if I thought
it would genuinely help to build a lasting
peace in the Middle East."
Bill Clinton
President of the US
cloudy, chill day was brightened by falling yellow leaves
from chestnut trees. Along
Clinton's motorcade route,
large and friendly crowds
watched for the president.
Committed to reaching a
final peace agreement by next
September. Barak suggested
Oslo could set a date for a
Camp David-type negotiating
session early next year, possibly in Washington.
Arafat said he could go along
with that idea. For Clinton to
agree, he would "have to sec
that there would be engage-

ment on substance that showed
some promise." a senior administration official said
It was in Oslo, during
Rabin's administration, that
secret negotiations produced a
breakthrough
agreement
between Israel and the Palestinians, feuding since Jewish
settlers started going to Palestine 100 years ago.
Six years after Oslo — and
many starts and stops — the
two sides face the daunting
task of reaching agreement on
• See MIDEAST, page seven.

Awards given to top students' social studies projects
By JUSTIN CRAWFIS
The BG News
A senior, a graduate student
and a recent University graduate garnered top honors in a
research paper competition and
were recognized recently
Michael Meuti, Daniel Saros
and James Buss placed first,
second and third, respectively,
in the Second Annual Research
Paper Competition for Undergraduate Papers in the Social
Sciences. They, along with the
other participants, were recognized Friday during a reception
in the Jerome Library Pallister
Conference Room.
"Everyone who entered was
recognized for the excellence of
their work," said Beverly
Stearns, competition co-chair
and director of Library and
Learning Resources Human
Resources and Outreach Services.
Ten papers were entered in
the competition, which was
sponsored by National Family
Opinion Inc. and the University
Libraries
and
Learning
Resources. The papers had to
have been written during the
1998-1999 academic year and
professors could enter only one

paper per class.
"When \ e receive a set of
papers, we distribute them to a
review panel," said Edward
Weilant, competition co-chair,
assistant professor and science
reference librarian. Entries are
subjected to two rounds of judging, according to Weilant.
During the first round, six
review panel members were
paired to form groups of three.
Entries were then divided
among the pairs, who each
identified the top two papers
within their group.
During the second round,
review panel members read
and ranked the top six entries.
A seventh review panel member, who had not previously
read any of the papers, was
added during the second round.
Weilant said that names of
students and professors were
deleted from the entries during
the judging process.
"The main idea is it's an
objective review," he said.
As first-place award winner,
Meuti, a senior, was awarded
$1,000 for his paper titled, "Has
Employment Law Gone Crazy?
Assessing the ADA'S Coverage
of Workers with Mental Disor-

ders." Stuart Keeley, who
entered Meuti's paper in the
competition, received a book
honorarium of $125. Weilant
said one of Keeley's students
also placed in the competition
last year.
Saros, a first-year graduate
student at Notre Dame,
received $500 as the secondplace award winner. According
to Linda Dobb, interim provost
and vice president for academic
affairs, his paper concerned the
philosophy of classical liberalism. Stephen Ziliak entered
Saros's paper in the competition and received a $75 book
honorarium.
Third-place winner James
Buss, who graduated from the
University in August, won $250
for his paper, which dealt with
popular press magazines during the Vietnam War. His
instructor, Liette Gidlow, was
awarded a book honorarium for
$50.
The competition will take
place again next year, according to Stearns. "We want more
students and more instructors
to participate next year," she
said.

BG Newt Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Michael Meuti, a senior, recently received top honors for his paper "Has Employment Law Gone
Crazy?" Meuti received a book honorarium in the amount of $125.
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OPINION
Reject shackles of blue books
Today I am here to discuss a
very serious subject. Exams.
More specifically, blue book
exams. 1 don't have a problem
with essay exams. It has its
perks, like the acceptable babble factor, which allows you to
spew all of your knowledge
about a certain area all over a
piece of paper, even when you
have no idea what the question
is asking. No. my problem lies
with the blue books.
I'm in my last year here. I've
taken many, many blue book
exams. And for my first few
years, it never occurred to me
to question the professor's right
to demand that everyone have
a blue book to write their essaystyle replies in.
But in my years as a bookstore cashier. I've come to realize that it's an entirely unreasonable thing to make students
pay to take exams. I don't care
how little the blue books cost.
Because there are still people
who can't even scrape that
much change out of their car.
And because my notebook
paper is of better quality than
the blue book paper.
And then there's the time

factor. It's usually out of the
way for students to go to the
bookstore (or wherever they go
to get them). I mean, it's not
like students wouldn't rather
be spending their time to find
something semi-nutritious to
tide them over until they can
get something decent to eat, or,
more likely, in last minute
attempts to cram for their exam
(since we all know everything
gets put off till the last minute,
including buying blue books).
And, frankly, when you're
stressed out, the 10 minutes it
takes to go get a blue book feels
like a half hour, and you're
absolutely
convinced
that
you're going to mess up several
questions because you had to go
get a *&(".>! blue book and had

to cut 10 or 15 minutes out of
your "study" time to do so.
Also, have you ever had a
prof that insisted that you
bring a blue book, and wouldn't
bring extras to class in case
someone, in their haste, forgot
to bring theirs? Or, better yet,
they charge you for the blue
books they bring? Someone was
telling me just the other day
that his professor had charged
them $1 for a blue book if they
forgot to bring their own. When
someone had an extra one to
give to his classmate (because
someone inevitably forgets), the
prof, told the guy to pay his
peer a buck for it. That's simply
outrageous. I'm always one of
those people who take extras to
class, because you know someone's going to forget.
Now, I can understand that
professors want to be as organized as possible, and having
students take their essay
exams in blue books can help
them to feel more organized.
But blue books arc just pieces
of notebook paper stapled
together in an unappealing
blue cover.
So why not just bring a sta-

pler and let students use their
own notebook paper? If professors want to be so anally organized, maybe they should supply the blue books for their students. I know that following
through on this suggestion
would prove to be insanely
expensive, but from a student's
point of view, that's more reasonable than having to dish
money out of our own pocket .
precious laundry money! - to
satisfy an instructor's mad
desire to be (or appear) impeccably organized!
I mean, it's not like we don't
already have to do everything
else they tell us to do, whether
it makes sense or not, whether
it's reasonable, justified and
necessary to us or not.
I could, at this point, go into
some political symbolism about
how blue books represent one
more dictatorial hold the professors have over their classes.
But 1 won't, because I'm loathe
to mention more than I already
have about politics; 111 leave
that up to someone who knows
more about political systems
than I cared to learn.
And so I propose we do away
with this stupid collegiate tradition of blue books for essay
exams. They're just an unnecessary waste of money and
time.
You can support Jena's fight
against blue books by emailing
her at jlohrb@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Question: Why do people binge drink?

. I.ynneu Jackson
Sophomore
Early childhood
education
"Because they
have no life,
eventually (hey
will become
alcoholics."

Missy
Melaragno
Sophomore
Early childhood
■ education
;'T3f cause the more
alcohol you drink,
better sex will
be."
Joe Zimniet
Sophomore
•la//
Performance
'It feels greatl"

Lindsay Gunn
Freshman
Education
"Because mom
and dad aren't
looking."

. Lauren
Faulkner
Freshman
Art
, "It makes the
people at BG look

better" m
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TODAY IS ELECTION DAY.
The BGSU College Republicans
would like to remind you to
GET OUT AND VOTE!
As college students we hold
such great power in our hands
but we neglect to use it.
Today is your one chance to
make this up! First of all, registered students on campus and
off will be able to decide upon
three elected positions in the
local Bowling Green government.
The College Republicans
would like to urge you to vote
John Quinn (mayor) Stu
Stearns (At Large Council) and
Greg Amend (1st Ward Council).
John Quinn is a true friend
to the students and the community alike.
We are confident in his leadership because he knows and

n if P r

loves the city that he has lived
and worked in the majority of
his life.
He has the experience.dedication and commitment that
will bring Bowling Green nothing but success for years to
come.
Stu Stearns is simply ready
to serve the community on
extraordinary levels.
He knows what is important
to the students and the city, but
most of all he cares. He will be
an incredible and truly outstanding leader for the city.
Greg Amend is the candidate
that YOU want representing
the University.
He has lived in Bowling
Green all of his life, but is a student that can balance and
interpret the needs of the community most effectively.
He will develop an open

forum campus and city roundtable, and add a shuttle bus
stop down town for student
safety and community protection against littering and vandalism.
He has your needs at heart,
and as a dedicated member of
our club he has shown us nothing but positive and encouraging leadership and ideas that
will make BGSU students
proud.
Again, we ask that you
remember to vote today. No
matter what political affiliation
you are, show that you care. A
vote is a terrible thing to waste.
Sincerely,
Susan Waidner
College Republicans
President
GOPchick@hotmail.com

Elections are today. HVJJflUnd upon your
view of the elections, the candidates, or
democracy in general. E-mail Letters to the
Editor at taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Opinion one: It's not only a
bad idea, but a bane upon anyone's soul, to start their opinion
column with three hours 'til
deadline and six hits of acid
swimming around in their
brain like nervous eels.
Opinion two: All plant life
should be eliminated from planet Earth. Plants are boring.
They just sit there, with their
roots and their photosynthesis
and their chlorophyll, doing
nothing but breathing our air.
And don't kid yourself about
needing plants to eat. Meat is
all we need to survive and all
those fruits and vegetables are
only there for color or maybe to
make something crunchy.
Opinion three: The mind and
body are very much connected.
They are the same. Electricity
flows in heaping amounts
through the nervous system,
which is mastered by the brain.
That is the mind. The body is
just a big bag that the mind is
carried in. Without the mind,
the body would have no energy
with which to carry out its functions, and no commands to
obey. Without the body, the
energy has no home and scatters into the world to recollect
elsewhere. If one dies, the other
surely dies with it. Therefore,
when our lives end, we go in the
ground and that is pretty much
it. Afterlife, reincarnation, and
ghosts are lame-ass ideas based
entirely on assumptions.

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
«„„
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600 800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave
It in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to taylobS'bgneLbgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.

Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
,web at www.bgnews.com.

Decision, made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
tuiai.

_

Copyright <£> 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited,
^ BG ^ Is an Independent publication founded in 1920 and is
published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not necessarlly those of the student body, faculty, University admlnistranon or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
iggg ^Q News staff.
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Opinion four: Can't wait
until Britney Spears turns 18.
Can't wait.
Opinion five: Acid should be
a part of every college student's
daily routine. It will make a
dull professor seem colorful, or
at least keep the student wide
awake for the entire lesson.
Acid in the water supply, I feel,
would be a great stride toward
making the human race as efficient as it can be.
Opinion six: Election Day...
what a joke! While all the sheep
are casting their ballots, choosing their leaders, I will be back
home on the couch with a 10
strip tongue refusing to be led.
It takes a man a long time to
trust another man enough to
lend him his car. But given a
few TV debates, a few Time
magazine features and all of a
sudden some complete stranger
is trustworthy enough to have
our money, our freedom and our
lives placed in his hands. Ludicrous.
Opinion seven: People who
pile all of their fallen leaves up
in the street need to be severely beaten. I realize it's legal, but
why? No other type of trash can
be placed in the street for traffic to dodge. You can't throw
your empty milk cartons and
pizza boxes in the street. You'll
be issued a costly ticket! But
leaves? They're fine. Rake 'em
into the street, nobody but me
gives a damn.
Opinion eight: By far the
most popular Halloween costume this year was "sleazy
whore," outdistancing Darth
Maul and Kid Rock by a huge
margin.
Opinion nine: There is not a
lonelier feeling in the world
than being on six hits of acid in
a room full of very drunk people.

Opinion 10: People try so
hard to fit in and belong
because when they go to bed
alone at night and have to lay
quietly with their own thoughts
to think, they do not feel like
they belong at all. Most of us
feel more at home when we are
completely surrounded than
when we are completely alone.
But one should always trust
himself more than he trusts his
neighbor.
Opinion 11: The Y2K bug is
going to send the western world
crashing to its knees. The world
will bow on its hands and knees
before the Y2K bug and no one
will be safe from the confusion
that ensues when it takes over.
And I can't wait. Then we can
get down to living like the selfish, territorial animals that we
are.
Opinion 12: Never wrestle
with a pig. You'll both get dirty,
and the pig likes it.
Opinion 13: Drugs are had
Drugs are another one of those
things people reach out to in
order to feel less alone. Drugs
are a futile attempt to understand yourself without actually
having to think about it. But
acid is not a drug. It is self-realization already on paper; you
don't even have to write it
down. Acid is the anti-drug, the
one that negates the effects of
all other drugs and leads one
down the path toward a more
focused, more confident, more
agreeable doom. And if it's not
in the water supply already,
let's see if maybe next Nov. 2 we
can get it on some kind of ballot
and pass it.

R.S. Plummer has kaleidoscope eyes and is a columnist for
The Newa He can be threatened, scorned, or shamed at
rplumm@bgnet. bgsu. edu.
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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Unfortunately.
I misplaced my
column for
today
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Today's Episode:
^The Hunt for j. Michael's

olumn..."
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So, I decided to
ask the advice
of my close
friend.^^W

In a panic,
I resorted
to good oldfasnioned
journalist
morals
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58
63
64
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67
68

...the Ghost of
Frank

He told me:

69
Nothing was
working. My
column had
gone the way
of Mike ftoyko.

By this time.
I swore
there was a
conspiracy,
and that my
column had
been
kidnapped.
I went to
search for it.
but not until
after putting
on a disguise.
One that
would let me
blend in...

70
71

1
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3
4
5

In a final dis
play of frustration. I
revealed my
true nature.

(Note to self:
Groucho is not
inconspicuous.)

Curse
Virginia dance
Lunar aspect
Cryptic Iflttpr
Bogartfilm
Happy
Actor Guinness
Foot part
Fate
Cleo's snake
Impudent girl
Pans-based intt
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Last ol a series
GOP rival
German rulers,
once
Meadow
Typewriterbrand
Disney classic
OK>_"
Male and female
Auction end?
City on the Are
Night light
Sign of things to
come
Splendor
Charades, c g
Out of the wind
Cora' island
God ot thunder
Backside
VCR button
Trumpet or
trombone
Geological time
periods
Ivar and
Nicholas
Ago in Scotland
DOWN
Artist Chagall
Domain
Slapstick ammo
Deep bows
Sucj.'ir tree

Tuesday, Nov. 2
8 a.m. - noon

Additional

Tuesday, Nov. 2

WEATHER

Morning Pick ME Up?
What a way to start the day;
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice, and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.

WEDNESDAY:
Cloudy
High, 40
Low, 33

THURSDAY:

c
S.

Partly
Cloudy
High, 50
Low, 27

FRIDAY:
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Partly
Cloudy

<£•
Sunny Pt Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

T-storms

Rain

Flumes

Snow
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High, 60
Low, 37

Senior Portrait Sign-Up
Seniors graduating in Dec,
May or August should call Carl
Wolf Studios at 1-800-969-1338
to schedule their Senior Portrait sitting Portraits will he
taken the week of Nov. 8, in the
yearbook office, 28 West Hall
from 10-6 daily. 28 West Hall.

4 p.m.
Preventing Sexual Harassment
This workshop is intended to
provide you with essential
information on the University's
efforts to create a working and
learning environment free from
sexual harassment. Spaces can
be reserved by emailing
grad600@bgnet.bg. Education
205.

Ice"

5 p.m.
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Cornell's aty
Comic Laurel
Tollower
Wet expanse
Forage crop
Truck
Sicilian peak
Small outbuilding
Most m«y
Cheater
Praise
Anoinl, old style
Updated record
release
Wake up
Little _"
French room
Emma Peel's
partner
Calendar oeriods
Morsel lor
Dobbin
Mako an attempt
Repeats
Evensong
Racecourse
measures
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LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP

FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
wwwbqnewscQm

49 Blade or coas:er
lead-en,
52 Separated
54 Sloughs oft
leathers

55 Cut corre'S
56 Margarine

Student

Health Center and the Counseling Center. Group support,
interactive discussions and
experiential
exercises are
offered, and confidentiality is
emphasized. For more information call Judy Miller, MSN, RN
at the Student Health Center
at 372-7425. The Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall.

Motivation Workshop
Open to students and organization advisors. Learn effective
organizational and leadership
skills. Free Refreshments! If
any questions arise, call 22343 Ohio Suite, Union.

8 p.m.
Student Jazz Combos
Featuring the Student Jazz
Combos. This concert is free
and open to the public. Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.

9 p.m.
vision
107 Hanna Hall.

9 p.m.
BGSU College Republicans
Meeting
Come and check out "the BEST
party on Campus." Our goal is

57 Anthmetic
average
59 Bonheur or
Parks
60 Najtical shou!
61 Forenoon
62 Sea eagle

to educate and motive YOU - so
get involved! BA 116

9:15 p.m.
The Issue: School Violence
The Bowling Green Student
Education Association addresses the recent outbreak of school
violence at its November General Meeting. Come discuss
what has happened in places
like Columbine, and what must
happen to prevent future
tragedies. 115 Education Building.

Wednesday, Nov. 3
8 p.m.
Shakuntala
Kalidasa's Indian Sanskrit
romance produced anew for
NW Ohio community. (Not part
of theatre pass I. University
Theatre Production. For tickets, call 2-2719. 411 South Hall.

9:15 p.m.
Empower
EMPOWER is a student organization of Greek women who
discuss issues that affect
women's lives. Everyone is welcome. Meets first Wednesday of
every month at 9:15 p.m. The
Women's Center, 107 Hanna

Hall
Additional events listings can
be found on www.events.
bgsu.edu.
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I asked around
to see if anyone
saw it...

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

I NEED YOUR SUPPORT
ON NOVEMBER 2
Paid for by Steams for Council. Doug Simmons. Treasurer
1050 W. Wooster St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
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NEWS

Vatican team to prepare for pope's trip

Protein helps heart bypass patients
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS — Heart bypass patients who received a protein that
promotes the growth of new blood vessels had less chest pain and
better blood flow than those who underwent surgery alone, a
study found.
The study, published in Tuesday's issue of Circulation, a journal of the American Heart Association, is the latest to show the
apparent benefits of angiogenesis, the creation of new blood vessels.
Widespread use of angiogenesis proteins, also known as
growth factor, to combat heart disease is still years away, but
experts say the study might provide a glimpse of future treatments. "This helps to advance our understanding of the process
of angiogenesis," said Dr. Gregg Fonarow, director of cardiomyopathy at the UCLA Medical Center.
"It's gratifying to see it works the way we thought it would,"
said Dr. Michael Simons, director of the research center and lead
author of the study.

.*■

Two-headed turtle

Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Baghdad has agreed to a visit by Vatican
officials this month to prepare for the proposed pilgrimage to
Iraq by Pope John Paul II, the country's most senior Christian
clergyman said Monday.
Rafael Bedaweed, the head of nearly 750,000 Iraqi Christians,
said he expected the pope to make his trip around Jan. 20.
It is the most definitive date reported yet for the visit, which
has been mired in uncertainty since last month, when the state
media published a scathing attack on the pope by several Iraqi
scholars who said the pontiff should not expect Muslims to cheer
him. The government has yet to issue a formal invitation.
The United States, Britain and Iraqi opposition figures have
expressed fears that President Saddam Hussein's government
will use the visit to boost its international standing after years of
isolation.
Bedaweed, who met Vatican officials last month, said the pope
was determined to go ahead with the trip to Ur, the ancient
Sumerian city believed to be the birthplace of the biblical patriarch Abraham, revered by Christians, Muslims and Jews.

Myanmar frees 1 activist, keeps 1 in jail

Drugs to counter transplant rejection

Associated Press Writer
YANGON, Myanmar — The government on Monday freed a
Briton jailed for protesting military rule in Myanmar, but said
there would be no immediate clemency for an activist serving a
17-year sentence.
Rachel Goldwyn, 28, of London, was freed from Yangon's
Insein prison after serving less than two months of a seven-year
sentence.
In Britain, Naomi Rose said she wept upon hearing her sister
was free.
"I just cried and cried and cried," Rose said. "I have been able
to write to Rachel, but she was unable to reply. It is going to be
so good to see her face again."
Goldwyn drew a crowd of about 1,000 people on Sept. 7 when
she chained herself to a lamp post in downtown Yangon and
started singing anti-regime songs and chanting slogans. She was
arrested and convicted a week later of violating national security laws.

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — Immune cells that spring into action to
defend the body are weakened by a new combination of drugs
used in laboratory tests on mice. Many of the cells commit a form
of programmed suicide.
The finding may prove important in preventing rejection of
organ transplants.
In the experiments, researchers in Boston and Philadelphia
found that the combination of drugs affected T-cells that had
been activated to attack outside invaders, preventing them from
multiplying. Many of the cells then died in a process called apoptosis.
Blocking the activated cells that attack the transplant, without shutting down the rest of the immune system, allows the
body to learn to tolerate the transplant and still defend itself
against germs, explained Dr. Laurence A. Turka of the University of Pennsylvania.
The findings were reported in a pair of papers published in the
November issue of the journal Nature Medicine.

Associated Press Photo

A bicephalic or two-headed yellow-bellied slider turtle is
seen at the Charlotte Nature Museum in Charlotte, N.C. The
turtle Is the only living bicephalic turtle believed to be on
public display in the nation.

Glenn's views prohibited him from being first American in space

Associated Press Photo

John Glenn's new autobiography, which hits bookstores today,
suggests that high ideals may have cost him the first rocket ride
into space.

"Please Remember to Vote November 2nd
to Keep Me Working For YOU !"

By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
John Glenn suggests in his new
autobiography that a dressingdown he once gave his fellow
Mercury astronauts about their
skirt-chasing ways may have
prevented him from becoming
the first American in space.
"I was mad, and I read the
riot act, saying that we had
worked too hard to get into this
program and that it meant too
much to the country to see it
jeopardized by anyone who
couldn't keep his pants zipped,"
Glenn writes in "John Glenn: A
Memoir."
"My views were in the minority, but I didn't care. I had made
my point, and I didn't think
being an astronaut was a popularity contest. I would turn out
to be wrong about that."
Not long after the incident,
NASA asked the seven astronauts to vote on who should be
the first one in space if they
couldn't go.

Glenn, the straight arrow,
ended up losing in 1961 to Alan
Shepard. The decision stood,
even though Glenn sent a letter
to the NASA official who had
made the choice, criticizing the
vote.
"John Glenn: A Memoir" hits
bookstores on Tuesday, almost
exactly one year after the astronaut-turned-senator returned
to orbit at age 77 as the oldest
space traveler in history.
In it, Glenn says his scolding
of his colleagues was prompted
by a front-page expose planned
by a leading West Coast newspaper he did not identify.
According to Glenn, a reporter
and photographer had followed
one of Glenn's fellow astronauts
and gotten compromising photos.
Tipped off about the article,
Glenn called the reporter and
photographer and also got the
editor out of bed, and got the
story killed.
"I talked about the godless
Communists and how they
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Seven," which he wrote with
the other Mercury astronauts
and editors at Life magazine.
This time, Glenn did more of
the actual writing, giving his
thoughts in longhand to coauthor Nick Taylor.
He writes that he met Annie,
his wife of 56 years, as a child,
and that she has refused to let
him replace the $125 diamond
ring he gave her when he left
for the military and World War
II.
Glenn also describes in
detail the time he stood up for
his wife against Vice President
Lyndon Johnson, an episode he
said was "hammed up horribly"
in the movie "The Right Stuff."
Glenn had been pursued for
years by publishers before he
finally decided to write an autobiography. He said the seed had
been planted five or six years
ago when his two young grandsons began asking about, his
Depression-era childhood and
World War II combat experience as a Marine pilot.

FALL 2000 LEASING
IS IN FULL SWING!

Special Display Personals

Single Rooms - $1500 per semester
Share Room with Roommate - $850 per semester

ANDY AND SARAH STRAND

were ahead of us, and how the
press had to let us get back in
the Space Race. I pulled out all
the stops," he writes.
"When my alarm rang in the
morning, I got up and went
straight to the hotel newsstand.
The story wasn't in the paper.
To this day, and knowing the
press much better now, I'm still
amazed that it didn't run."
Glenn does not identify the
astronaut.
In an interview last week
with The Associated Press,
Glenn said he does not regret
being tough on his colleagues.
"I did what I thought was
right then," he said. "It all
worked out and I got a flight
that was the first orbital flight
and it turned into that being a
very big flight, and so I have no
complaints about that whatsoever."
Neither Bantam Books nor
Glenn will disclose how much
he was paid for the memoir.
Glenn's only other literary
effort was the 1962 book "We

i
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SEEKING HOMER

Associated Press Photo
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FREE
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A boy tries to reach his hut on an inflated tube after one of the worst cyclones on record flooded
the area of Jaleshwar.

Cyclone hits India,
thousands feared
By NEELESH MISRA
Associated Press Writer

BALESHWAR, India — Bodies were hanging from trees
and floating through towns
Monday when rescuers finally
arrived with aid for survivors of
one of the most powerful
cyclones ever to strike India,
where thousands were feared
dead.
After three days without
food, shelter or clean drinking
water, villagers in eastern Orissa state looked to the skies
when helicopters showed up to
drop packets of protein-rich
food. Military boats appeared
on the horizon in the Bay of
Bengal to evacuate those
marooned on housetops and
hilltops.
This is the worst flooding in
100 years. I would say it is the
worst in India's history," said
Asim Kumar Vaishnav, chief
administrator of Baleshwar,
the state capital.
With heavy rains abating,
officials started to count the
dead and search for the missing
from the cyclone, which crashed
into the coast on Friday with
winds of 155 mph after building
steam in the bay for five days.
Meteorologists classified the
storm as a supercylone, one of
the strongest in the region this
century.
United News of India quoted
an unidentified official as estimating the death toll at 3,000
to 5,000. But the hardest hit
areas remained inaccessible,
indicating the death toll could
be much higher.

"This is the worst flooding in 100 years. I
would say it is the worst in India's history."
Asim Kumar Vaishnav
t'Mef Administrator of Baleshu-ar

Millions of people were left
homeless by the cyclone, which
stirred up tidal surges that
inundated 87 miles of Orissa's
coast. In Bhubaneswar, 200,000
people — nearly one of every
six residents — lost their
homes. Entire slums were
washed away, Press Trust of
India said.
In Geneva, the International
Red Cross appealed for $2.65
million for emergency aid to the
homeless.
With the weather improving,
air, rail and road links were
slowly restored to major cities,
but telephone and electric lines
remained inoperable.
The
cyclone destroyed major industrial plants in the city of Cuttack, just north of the state capital.
Food
riots erupted in
Bhubaneswar, which had no
power, drinking water or fresh
food. Press Trust reported. Residents stopped vehicles carrying emergency relief and looted
them, the agency said.
"There is a complete breakdown of law and order. Police
are inadequate," said Defense
Minister George Fernandes,
who visited some of the affected
areas.
Outside the coastal town of
Baleshwar, on the northern
fringe of the disaster zone, hun-

dreds of people camped by the
roadside under plastic sheets,
many huddling with cattle rescued from their villages. Some
clutched small pouches of rice
and powdered grain that had
been distributed from army
trucks.
Hungry people besieged any
car that passed, demanding
food or money and saying they
had not eaten for three days.
Desperate farmers ripped a
300-foot gash in the main
coastal highway to try to drain
their fields of sea water. The
water gushing through the
breach was 15 feet deep and
would take days to repair, highway engineer A.K. Parhy said.
Human bodies and animal
carcasses floated on a huge
expanse of water in the port
town of Paradwip, 50 miles east
of Bhubaneswar, Press Trust of
India reported. Almost all the
town's mud houses were wiped
away and a high voltage transmission tower was a mangled
heap of steel. The railroad
tracks leading to the port were
under water.
Some 50 miles north of
Paradwip, PL. Panda, a minister in Orissa's state government, saw seven bodies hanging from trees during a survey
of his rural district of Bhadrak,
said an aide, R.R Behera.

First Amendment helps judge
decide in favor of art museum
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What careers can you pursue at Northwestern Health Sciences University?
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Northwestern Health Sciences University provides the widest range of choices
in natural health care in the United States
The foundation of the University is'
Northwestern College of Chiropractic,
which has earned an international
reputation in 58 years as a pioneer in
chiropracuc education, patient care and
scientific research.The individual attention
and access to educational resources our

students receive helps them excel in
preparing to practice as outstanding
health care practiooners Combined with
our pioneering clinical education programs
and our assistance in job placement.
Northwestern provides a superb
educational experience.
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By TOM HAYS
Associated Press Writer
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NEW YORK — A federal
judge restored city funding
Monday to the Brooklyn Museum of Art, ruling that Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani violated the
First Amendment in cutting off
the money over an exhibit featuring a dung-encrusted portrait of the Virgin Mary.

Minneapolis. Minnesota
For a personal visit or
more information, call
1-800-888-4777
Or go virtual at
www.nwhealth.edu

ELIGIBLE UP TO

In issuing a preliminary
injunction, U.S. District Judge
Nina Gershon said the city's
action against the museum was
"directly related, not just to the
content of the exhibit, but to
the
particular viewpoints
expressed."

$23,000.00
FOR YOUR COLLEGE CAREER

"There can be no greater
showing of a First Amendment
violation," she said.

Great Pay Rate
»EE Tuition Assistance

Floyd Abrams, a leading
First Amendment attorney who
is representing the museum,
said: "The ruling shows that
mayor's behavior was lawless."
The decision does not end
the legal fight. Abrams said the
museum will try to end to the
dispute once and for all by
obtaining a permanent injunction protecting funding. And
city officials said they will
appeal.
The judge is totally out of
control," Giuliani said.

Earn & Learn with UPS
Associated Press
Chris Ofili's "The Holy Virgin Mary," a controversial painting of
the Virgin Mary embellished with a clump of elephant dung and
two dozen cutouts of buttocks from pornographic magazines, Is
shown at the Brooklyn Museum of Art Hon., Sept. 2. The Brooklyn Museum of Art sued the city on Tues., Sept. 28, seeking to
stop Mayor Rudolph Giuliani from making good on his threat to
freeze millions of dollars In funding because of artwork
contained in the exhibit.
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BG school board candidates discuss issues
By JEFF HINDENACH

ple.

The BG News

"Basically, we just want to
maintain the schools and try to
enhance the proficiency scores,"
said Ellen Dalton, a candidate
and current board member, of
the three current members.
The two other current members
that are running are Apul
Windisch and Tom Milbrodt.

With the citizens of
Bowling
Green
heading to the polls
today, the candidates for the
Bowling Green School Board
are anticipating their fate.
With three current members
and a fourth candidate running
for the three spots open, the
candidates hope that their messages will get across to the peo-

The new candidate, John
Hartman, is not unfamiliar
with the Bowling Green School
Board though. He was a board
member from 1978-97. Accord-

levy. According to Milbrodt, The
three current board members
support the levy and will push
to see it passed.

ing to Hartman, the school
hoard is doing well but can
improve.
"We have a very good school
district so I will be starting out
in a very good position," he
said. "But I think when you run
for public office, that you need
to make a positive change and
that's why I'm running-

"We are way behind in technology compared to other districts," he said. "We are not
spending the money lavishly,
these are things that our students need."

One of the issues that faces
the candidates is the planned
$1.1 mill levy that may be proposed for the ballot next year to
replace a portion of the current

On the other hand, Hartman
is against the levy, at least
against the amount of the levy.
"I think the amount of the

levy should be more modest,"
he said. "The board has a sizable surplus and they can use
those surplus funds to help pay
for some of the things they need
the levy to pay for."
Milbrodt disagrees with
Hartman, saying that although
the board has a surplus, it is
not enough to carry them for
the next five years.
"It is not really a large surplus," he said. "We can't ask for
money from parents every year
and cost go up, so if we use the
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Attempt**!) theft and criminal
damaging
Matthew R. Shaffer.
Western
Speeding
Kvni Bradley, Canton
Disorderly conduct — Rulx-n
<"!.n'Ki\ N'oiih Main Street
Open container - Jarry I.
Fleming. lx'r.un. Ituhert I>. C'oulson.
Cadiz.
Open container and underage
possession — Jason I) Majors. Loveland

354-6166
24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

Soueonc reportedly tfubed th.»
Men's TStroom in the Union
A Hyundai was reported, broken
in the 700 Mock of Fifth Street.

•II.-I

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

The right rear window of a vehicle
in the 800 block of Fifth Street was
iv]K>rted broken.
A mountain bike was reported
found in BGCit) Lot 1
A dunipster fire was reported
behind the PharmX.
A group of ntaJei wen- reportedly
carrying a couch in the -100 block of
South PrMpect Si reel Kridiiy The
poluc slopped and questioned them.

Saraft

Saturday:
Underage
consumption
Casey Clark. Cincinnati
Disorderly conduct (hindering
conduet) — Andrew P T;irt.ua.
Euclid
Disorderly conduct (public uri-

TOMASHEFSKI
FIRST WARD COUNCIL

Underage possession

Nicole

Someone reportedly spray-painted
the words "Sean" and "Summit" all
over the rest room at Brewster's Pour
House.

j Chlopecki, WUloughby; Chad G
King, Lima: F.ugenc K

Con Ion, II.

Gibaonburg'
Domestic violence - Shawn I,
Sheldrick, Pike Street; Shannon L
Philhp> Napoleon Road.
Underage consumption and
as-..mil
Chad Trumbull, North
Grave Street.
Theft
Zachary D
Cole.
Manville Avenue
Speeding

Monica

Mooney.

Sixth Si reel

A gourd was reported vandalized
in the 1500 block of Clough Street
A vehicle was reported stolen from
the 2(H) block of Poe Road

A man was reported found passed
out inside his vehicle with several
open containers in City Lot 1 The
police transported him to Days Inn for
the night.
A complainant reported being
assaulted by an unknown male on the
north side of McFall ('enter around
0.15 p.in The assailant ficd the scene.
An officer reportedly witnessed
lOmC people throwing l>eer runs all
over the road and on their yard in the
100 block of North Prospect Street
The individuals willingly cleaned up
the mess
A rape was reported behind Gargoyles in the 200 block of North Main
Street The victim was taken to the
Fremont Hospital Emergency Room.
A lake $20 bill was reportedly discovered Bt Meijer

An assault was reported in the 100
block of West Wooster Street.

Two males with black wigs, black
glasses and black suits were reportedly smashing pumpkins and messing
with porch furniture in the 1000 block
of Clough Street.
Sunday:
Littering on public property
I'enj.imin J Kohlhorst, Sidney.
Open container — Jeremy S.
Pickering. Perryshurg. Kyan A. flicker, Columbus Grove.
Allowing a passenger to ride
outside the vehicle — Shane M
Boley, Carrollton
Criminal damaging; — Andrew
D Herrig, Rising Sun
Disorderly conduct — Michael
K. Avarello. Medina
Underage possession — Justin
Gonzales. Rudolph
A man was discovered passed out
in a vehicle behind Checker's Pub. He
was sent back into the bar to find a
ride home.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Sarah Tomashefski
(ouncilwoman

"A Voice From & For BGSU"

Joyce Kepke

John Mura

Paid lor by the Tomashelski Commiltec. M K Norton. Treasurer. 120 Easl
Evers St, Bowlinq Green. OH 43402

Patrick Ng

-^^.'u^*-.^.^.;^

FOR
IMAYOR

IN SECOND WARD

I

Someone reportedly kicked in the
window of a business in the 500 block
of Ridge Street
A vehicle in the 800 block of Third
Street was reported broken into
A large pepperoni pizza was discovered stuffed into a mailbox in the
200 block of North Enterprise Street.
A parked car in the 500 block of
Pike Street was reportedly struck by a
chair thrown from a second-floor balcony.

CLIP

a

SAVE

■■■■

I
.

SAMPLE BALLOT
For Tt» 0h» Own EKclm - Tutt.. Nov. 2.IMS
6 30 J m . 7:30 p.m.
I >,.I l. .•!,-• Ill

"lalrShn. Str.kt
,KHI Ihr I'.IMH Tnil

YOU MAY LEGALLY TAKE THIS
SAMPLE BALLOT WITH YOU
INTO THE POLLS WHEN YOU VOTE'

WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY ENDORSED CANDIDATES

Joyce Kepke

I

■

John Mura
For Council At iMrge

Patrick Ng
For Second Ward Council

iM IV.w!n .

Hunan
Buffet

Amounts Of'50.00 to'500.00

Joshua M. Pickett. 18, Ash Street,
was arrested for underage consumption and criminal mischief after he
reportedly took oft from Kroger in a
motorized shopping cart.

For Mayor

II'I IrHlH (I* BlWllHtritVIl !V Ui t.

STOP&
SEE US FOR
A PAYDAY LOAN

A man was reportedly discovered
passed out on the ground in the 100
block of East Court Street. He was
transported to Wood County Hospital
by the Bowling Green Fire Department

OFFICIAL
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY

MURA

i GET MONEY NOW!

A fight was rejKirted in Founders
Hall.

Several subjects wen- reportedly
thmwing burning objects from a balcony in the 300 block of Campbell Hi))
Road

■

-

A magazine picture and cork message board were reportedly set on fire
in Compton Hall

Someone reportedly used a beer
bottle to break the windshield of a car
parked in the 500 block of Ridge
Street

Some mailboxef in the no block of
Sixth Street were reported < .imaged

An unknown person reportedly
entered a room in the Alpha Phi house
and moved several items

An open fire was reported in the
100 block of South Summit Street

-First Ward C'ouncilwoman
-Third Year BGSU Student
-Concerned For Our Safety
-Committed To Our Future

Just bring in a picture ID, your last paycheck stub,
your last checking account statement and have a
working home phone. We can get the CASH you
NEED when you need it.
• We also cash payroll and government checks.*

"We don't do this for the
money," said Hartman. "Public
education is very important
and I think we just want to see
the school board serve the community as much as they can."

Compiled by Brent Ryman

General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

SHBBBCBB3

But money for the board is
something that the board is not
to concerned about, according
to many of the board members.

Police Reports Day by Day

J. Smith M.D.

Remember to vole November 2ml
io keep u Student Leader working for
vim!

surplus, in a few years we will
be out of money and asking for
a levy again."

Chinese Restaurant
10% off with student ID
All you can eat buffet/order in or carry-out
40-50 entrees to choose from

If you've been searching for a
great place to live next year...

LOOK NO FURTHER!
Full listings will be available at our booth at the
Off-Campus Housing Fair • Thursday, Dec 2, 1999 •
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union

1616 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone:419-352-9153
Ask Us How to save up
to $25 on your next loan.

Fast Cash
1068 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

354-2300

Hrs.: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.r
Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.r

^4»t^^n$H^%^>iin*J^*^<^rifc*iPt,»ir l^i»»

Lunch - $5.25
Dinner (Mon.-Thurs.) ■ $6.95
Dinner (Frf.-Sun.) - $7.95
(Seafood Buffet)

ffiffii

Hour?
Mon.-Thurs. I UXJAM-lfcOOPM
Fri. 11:00 AM-11:00 PM
SM. 11-00 Noon-11:00 PM
Sunday and Holiday
12:00Noon-IOflOPM

Am
agement

Mid Am Property Management
641 Third St. ~4, BG • 352-4380

S m
1

/.

Call or stop by
our office for
more information
about our great
apartments!
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Demolition

MIDEASTContinued from page one.
the toughest issues: final borders between Israel a id Palestinian areas, conflicting claims
to Jerusalem, the fate of millions of Palestinian refugees
and water rights.
By mid February, negotiators are to present the outlines
of an agreement. The final
accord is to be reached by September 2000. The two sides are
to meet Nov. 8 to begin the first
round of final status talks.
"This is the hard part — I
mean the really hard part," the
president said during a brief
news conference with Norwegian Prime Minister Kjell Bondevik. "And we all need to support them."
Separately, Barak said, "I'm
convinced that if we are determined and the two sides are
willing to face the problem, it is
possible."
Clinton told aides that
Barak and Arafat were serious
and focused on how to get down
to business. "There's the *how\
there's the "what', there's the
•when.' They are beginning to
focus on how best to do this,"
the senior administration official said. The official spoke on
condition of anonymity.
Clinton cautioned against

expecting any breakthrough in
Oslo. "But I do believe that we
can come out of this meeting
and this solemn occasion with a
renewed commitment to the
peace process—yes I do," he
said.
The president said it was
premature to talk about Camp
David-style negotiations but he
left the possibility open. Camp
David—the presidential retreat
in Maryland's Catoctin Mountains—became
synonymous
with Middle East peacemaking
after nearly two weeks of negotiations held there in 1978 produced a peace treaty between
Egypt and Israel.
While Clinton seeks to
cement his standing as a peacemaker, Barak and Arafat are
eager to get the United States
to deliver a promised $1.6 billion package of special peace
aid for Israel and the Palestinians. Earlier this month, Clinton vetoed a foreign aid bill, in
part because it omitted any
money for the Middle East.
Despite apparent obstacles
to peace, Clinton said, "I don't
think this is a time for handwringing. What we've got to do
is create a renewed energy to
make the process continuous."
Arafat's aides said he hoped
to win assurances from Clinton

that Israel will slow or freeze
construction of Jewish settlements in the West Bank and
< aza Strip. "In the foremost,"
Arafat said Monday, "we will
discuss the expansion of settlements, especially around the
city of Bethlehem (which) is
being surrounded at a time
when we are in preparation for
the 2000 celebration of Jesus
Christ as well as in Jerusalem."
The United States has said
settlements are "destructive" to
peace, bin it has not publicly
reprimanded Barak for approving new homes at a faster pace
than his hard-line predecessor,
Benjamin Netanyahu.
Barak, in turn, wants to
redraw the goals of a peace
agreement. He says the initial
dream of close cooperation
between Israelis and Palestinians aimed too high, and that
the best the current tense climate may yield is peaceful separation enforced by electric
fences.
Such talk has alarmed the
Palestinians, who fear their
economy will wither if cut off
from Israeli markets. U.S. officials have warned the Israelis
that a separation will hurt stability.

Additionally, Life Kits, a
package designed by the Wellness Connection to inform faculty members on current
trends in student alcohol and
drug use, were sent to faculty
in mid-October to share with
their classes.
Throughout the year Rentner and Hageman will also be
sponsoring non-alcoholic programs, such as the Big Playground, and seeking other programming ideas from students.

Although receiving the grant
demonstrates
that
their
approach to binge drinking is
working, Rentner and Hageman won't take sole credit for
the decrease in binge drinking
or for receiving the grant.
"So
many
people
are
involved who care about this
issue — people who want to
change the campus culture and
want to eliminate the chaos
associated with drinking,"
Hageman said.

BINGE
Continued from page one.
Think." The following year
another component was added
to the program that stressed a
student's undeniable student
rights, which included a right
to a study environment free of
interruptions by an intoxicated
person.
This year Rentner said the
program is dedicating time to
discuss the career implications
of receiving a DUI.

See abilities,
think possibilities

See what's new
in the news!!

^ow\Ww\
SPORTS BAR & DELI
Every Wednesday

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE

B&P Wrecking Co. is in the process of demolishing the old coal burning heating plant. Water
is being sprayed on the debris in order to keep the dust down. The entire demolition process
is expected to last two months. The company is also contracted to tear down the stack once
the first 100 feet is removed by hand by another contractor.

• •••••••••••

•
•

Excitement!

"Real Live Game Show"
As seen on T.V. (and Hooters too!)

"Play for Prizes"
10:30 - 12:30

NORTHWEST OHIO'S
OLDEST INDEPENDENT
RECORD STORE

— SINCE 1971 —
"FIND IT AT FINDERS"

Game Show Mania
Catch the

"Your
Music Library"
BEST SELECTION!
GREAT PRICES!

"WE SPECIAL ORDER'

OPEN 7 DAYS

*Sony / Epic

I28N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN B.G.

•

•
•
NEW RELEASES • DEEP CATALOGUE
imports * jazz blues * classical
world • pop • rap • r&b
soundtracks • country ■ folk
reggae * accessories

"•Sfct^

Dollar Cover for 18 and over
No Cover 2\
i

i

*- DOWNTOWN B.G.

GIFT CERTIFICATES
"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY"
— SINCE 1971 —
"FIND IT AT FINDERS"

•
•

••••••••••••
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Russian border reopens for refugees
By RUSLAN MUSAYEV

between militants and civilians," said a weeping woman,
Zara Dudayev, who made it
across the border holding a

Associated Press Writer
GROZNY, Russia — Thousands of frightened refugees
who have waited as long as a
week
to
flee
Chechnya
remained blocked at a key border point Monday as Russian
artillery blasted a town a few
miles away.
The chaotic and desperate
scene at the western border
with the republic of Ingushetia
came as Russian jets and howitzers pressed their assaults on
the Chechen capital, Grozny,
and other towns in the breakaway republic.
' An estimated 200.000 people
have fled Chechnya since Russia began airstrikes Sept. 5.
Russia's stated aim is to wipe
out Islamic militants who this
summer twice invaded Dagestan, the republic to the east.
The militants also are blamed
for deadly apartment explosions in Russia in September.
Russia, which closed all its
borders with Chechnya last
week, reopened crossing points
Monday at Dagestan and
Stavropol, but not the vital
crossing to Ingushetia. It was
not clear why the Russians
were
not
opening
the
Ingushetia crossing.
"We are ready to let the
refugees pass, but it is necessary to keep order," Col Arkady
Krimsky said.
At the Ingushetia border,
armed Russian soldiers barked
over loudspeakers at a nervous
crowd of refugees to stay back.
They allowed two buses with
refugees and one ambulance to
cross, but kept others away.
"They bomb us, they kill us,
thev don't make a difference

baby.
While the refugees jammed
together at the Ingushetia border, Russian bombs and shells
pounded Bamut, a rebel stronghold six miles to the southeast.
Bamut has been under heavy
attack for weeks.
The ITAR-Tass news agency
said about 40 people were
allowed into Ingushetia while
some 300 crossed back into
Chechnya to try to rescue relatives or property they had left
behind.
Ingush President Ruslan
Aushev lashed out at the Kremlin for keeping the border
closed, even though his poor
republic's
resources
are
strained by the flood of
refugees. Ingushetia has taken
about 170,000 refugees from
Chechnya.
"Such an attitude toward
people is antihuman, violating
generally accepted norms of
international law and the Constitution of the Russian Federation," Aushev said, according to
ITAR-Tass.
Russian Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin said Monday
that Russia did not intend to
retake control of Chechnya by
force, but wouldn't bargain
with the militants either.
"We have no intention of conquering the republic and bringing its people to their knees,"
he said, according to the Interfax news agency.
Russian artillery continued
to pound Grozny, but made no
move toward the capital,
remaining along the heights of
the Terek Ridge north of the
capital.

Associated Press Photo
A Russian soldier aims his mortar at a position on the outskirts of Gudermes. Russia opened several border crossings Monday
allowing refugees to flee Russian air and rocket attacks.

Russian jets bombed a
spring overnight near the village of Chernorechiye, killing
10 civilians, said Ruslan
Magomedov,
an
aide
to
Chechen
President
Asian

Maskhadov.
The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
Suspended its work in Grozny
and moved its personnel to
Ingushetia because of "a sharp
deterioration in the situation,"
mission leader Odd Gunnar
Skagestad said Monday, according to Interfax. The organization monitors developments in
many European trouble spots.
Russian officials have made
contradictory statements about
whether the army plans to

storm Grozny, where it suffered
severe losses during the 199496 war.
So far, it has relied on
bombs, rockets and shells to
attack the capital. The Russians say they are targeting
rebel positions.
Chechen leaders claim some
3,600 people, mostly civilians,
have been killed in the Russian
attacks. No independent confirmation is available, although
medical workers have reported
hundreds of civilian deaths.
Russian officials have said
repeatedly that Chechen claims
of civilian casualties are exaggerated.

Associated Press Photo
Residents of the Chechen village of Kurchaloi inspect the
wreckage of a house destroyed by Russian airplanes.

Who won?
Falcons or the bad guys? Find out, in the Sports section. Monday through Friday, in
Trio BG Newt.

Read The BG News
Everyday!

The BG News
Coupon Clipper
is coming...
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THE MILLENNIUM
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Get involved and meet new people!
Join a student organization
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1981 KEY

Last chance to save money on the 2000 yearbook!
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Soc. Sec. #
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JFresnman LI Sophomore
J 111 BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook when it arrives in
Oclobei 2000. Please bill my
bursar account

□ Junior

LI Senior

Order „
Your |
2000 Key |
Yearbook

(For office filing purposes)

LI I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook. Please _
bill my bursar account an additional $4.75 for
postage and handling and send my yearbook to:
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Please return card, by campus mall, to: THE KEY YEARBOOK. 28 West Hall.
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Look for it in
Tomorrow's
Edition
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Senior Portraits
To schedule a sitting, CALL NOW!

1-800-969-1338
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Payton, NFL's top rusher, dies

Associated Press Photo
NFL great, Walter Payton, center left, hugs his 12-year-old son
July 31, 1993 after his induction into the NFL Hall-of-Fame at
Canton, Ohio. Payton died Monday of a rare liver disease. He
was 45. He is the league's all-time leading rusher with 16,726
yards in 13 years with the Chicago Bears.

By NANCY ARMOUR
AP Sports Writer
CHI0AGO — Walter Payton,
the elusive running back who
was the NFL's all-time leading
rusher and took the Chicago
Bears to their only Super Bowl
championship, died Monday
after battling a rare liver disease. He was 45.
Payton had primary sclerosing cholangitis, which can be
cured only by a liver transplant. He had been on a waiting
list for a transplant for nine
months.
Payton rushed for 16,726
yards in his 13-year career, one
of the most awesome records in
sports. He missed only one
game, and that was when he
had an ankle injury during his
rookie season.
"It's grossly unfair to judge
Walter Payton solely on the
yards he gains," former Bears
general manager Jim Finks
said when Payton was elected
to the Hall of Fame in 1993.
"He is a complete football player, better than Jim Brown, better than O.J. Simpson."
Though his nickname was
"Sweetness," Payton's running
style was bruising. He vaulted
over goal lines. He stiff-armed

and barreled over tacklers in
the open field almost as often
as he dodged them. He was a
dependable receiver and could
throw the ball well, too.
Against the Buffalo Bills in
1979, he took off from the 2yard line and landed a yard
deep in the end zone — on his
head. In one of his more famous
runs, he bounced off every
defender on the Kansas City
Chiefs.
"There were guys who ran
with the ball better, faster. But
I don't think anyone ever ran
with more determination than
Walter," said Mike Ditka, who
coached Payton for six years,
including Chicago's 1985 Super
Bowl season. "He's the best
football player I've ever seen."
Payton was difficult to stop
at every stage of his career. His
3,563 yards rushing at Jackson
State University was one of
nine school records he set, and
he scored 66 touchdowns. He
once scored 46 points in one
game.
He led the nation in scoring
in 1973 with 160 points, and his
464 career points was an NCAA
record
Because Jackson State was a
Division 1-AA school, however,

Payton didn't get the same
attention as players at bigger
colleges. He was a two-time AllAmerican, but he finished
fourth in voting for the Heisman Trophy in 1974.
Still,
the
Bears
were
impressed enough to drati him
fourth overall in 1975. As a
rookie, he started seven games.
The next year, he had the first
of his 10 1,000-yard seasons,
rushing for 1,390 yards and 13
touchdowns.
In 1977, just his third year in
the NFL, Payton won the first
of two MVP awards with the
most productive season of his
career. He rushed for 1,852
yards, including 275 in one
game — a record that still
stands.
In 1984, he broke Brown's
long-standing rushing record of
12,312 yards — and kept going.
"I want to set the record so high
that the next person who tries
for it, it's going to bust his
heart," Payton said.
Payton carried mediocre
Chicago teams for most of his
career, but the Bears finally
made it to the Super Bowl in
1985. Payton rushed for 1,551
yards and nine touchdowns as
the Bears went 15-1 in the reg-

ular season.
Chicago beat New England
46-10 in the Super Bowl, but
Payton didn't score in the
game. He was so upset, Ditka
later apologized to him.
Payton retired after the 1987
season, and the Bears immediately retired his No. 34.
In retirement, Payton tried
his hand at auto racing and
became co-owner of an Indy-car
team. He served on the Bears'
board of directors, and became
part owner of an Arena Football
team after unsuccessful efforts
to buy an NFL franchise. He
also ran a restaurant and other
businesses in the Chicago area.
Payton was gaunt and frail
as he announced his illness in
February. He made few public
appearances after that.
"Walter was an inspiration
in everything he did," NFL
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue
said. "The tremendous grace
and dignity he displayed in his
final months reminded us again
why 'Sweetness' was the perfect
nickname for Walter Payton."
Payton is survived by his
wife, Connie, and their two
children, Brittney and Jarrett,
a running back for the University of Miami.

Volleyball bounces back with 3-set win at ML)
By NICK HURM
• The BG News
The Bowling Green volleyball team didn't let its midweek loss to Eastern Michigan
get in the way of their continuous hot play. Just ask Marshall.
The Falcons (15-9 overall, 84 in the MAC) ran wild over the
Thundering Herd en route to
thei!1 ninth win in 10 tries,
defeating Marshall in three
sets (15-4, 15-13, 15-7).
More importantly, the win
placed BG into a first place tie
with Miami in the Mid-American Conference East Division.
Both the Falcons and the RedHawks lead Akron by a halfgame.
"Anytime you have a loss
like Eastern Michigan you have
a choice," BG head coach
Denise Van De Walle said. "You
can carry a positive attitude
and keep it behind you and
press on or you can let it eat
away at you. We didn't let it get
us down."
Unlike the EMU game
though, the Falcons got off to a
fast start. In game one alone,
BG hit 15 kills and had a .367
hitting percentage along with
blocking eight balls. The Falcons never allowed the Thun-

dering Herd to gain any
momentum.
"Going into Marshall we
knew we had to win the match,"
said outside hitter Kris Pesorda. "We went in there and knew
we had to beat them because it
would put us up in the rankings."
Game two was the most competitive match, as the two
teams battled back and forth.
The score was tied at 13, but
the Falcons persisted and
scored the next two points to
win the game. The third and
final game was much like the
first. BG was unstoppable. It
held Marshall to a .095 hitting
percentage on their way to pick
up the win.
"The reason that I am
extremely impressed with this
match is every part of our game
looked good," Van De Walle
said. "Serving, passing, hitting,
blocking all looked good. It was
a solid effort."
The consistent solid effort of
the spikers has not only been
recognized on the court, but
also by the conference. Leftside hitter Melissa Lewis and
MAC Offensive Player of the
Week have been a real close
combination lately. For the
third time in four weeks, the

senior has won the honor.
Lewis had a team high 22 kills
in the Marshall match. She is
the first Falcon spiker ever to
win the award three times in a
season. Lewis also lead the
team in digs in the Marshall
match with 11
"Marshall was camping out
by Lewy ILewisl," Pesorda said.
"Lewy is in everybody's scouting reports. That kind of left me
and the middles open. Greiger
[Heather Greig] was setting me
perfect and I took advantage of
it."
Pesorda left the Thundering
Herd with a couple more nightmares for Halloween. The
senior right-side hitter had 15
kills and only one error. She hit
a .519 kill percentage on the
day. She also added two aces
and 11 digs.
The other half of the Fabulous Four seniors also made
their presence known. Greig
had 49 assist in the three
games while middle-hitter Lori
Kemerer blocked eight balls.
"It's November and this is
the last third of the season,"
Van De Walle said. "We're on
course. I'm very proud on what
we have accomplished this
year."

BG Newt Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon volleyball players (I to r) Kris Posorda, Melissa Lewis, Lori Kemerer and Amber Vorst set
for a return in a recent volleyball match. BG is back on the winning track after routing Marshall in
three sets to record its ninth victory in 10 tries. Lewis had 22 kills en route to earning her third
MAC offensive Player of the Week honor of the season. Pesorda also had a solid game racking up
15 kills en route to a .519 hitting percentage.

Women's hoops loses exhibition vs. Premier All-Stars
Jerome scores 11 points
in first action collegiate/y

Talented team adjusts
well to BG's style
By NICK HURM
The BG News
The Bowling Gieen women's
basketball team took its first
steps to the season ahead with
an
exhibition
scrimmage
against the Premier All-Stars
Monday at Anderson Arena.
The
Falcons
showed
promise, but they realized they
still have work ahead oas the
orange and brown suffered a
defeat from the experienced
Premiere All-Stars 110-91.
"We need a lot of improvement, but I was encouraged
because we gave a good effort,"
BG head coach Dee Knoblauch
said. "All the things we need to
work on our fixable."
The All-stars were lead by
head coach and starting guard
Lisa Cline. Cline, a former Ohio
State honorable mention All
; American in 1989, showed it on
; the court scoreing 31 points and
grabbing 14 rebounds on the
! night.
■
But just as impressive was
• BG center Dana Western. The
; 5-foot 11-inch sophomore was
; the Falcons brightest spot scor! ing 32 points in 28 minutes
•' played. She also had two steals
: and a block shot.
Another bright spot for the
! Falcons was the play of

Francine Miller. Miller shot 6of-11 on the night for 13 point*
Miller hopes for the same
results as last year.
"I am shocked and amazed
[with her performance), but it
also takes team effort," Western said. "I like the run and go.
I'm that type of player."
BG played a fast pace game
attempting to catch the AllStars off guard, but the Premiere team adjusted to BG's
style. Senior guard Jaymee
Wappes ran the up-tempo
offense well adding eight assist.
The Falcon's press had trouble
containing the All-Stars after
they converted on the offensive
side. The Premiere team used
its height to break the Falcon
press throwing accurate passes
downcourt.
"We made a lot of mistakes
out of our presses," Knoblauch
said. "I'm encouraged because I
think we're going to get some
good things out of our presses
because we have some smaller
guards."
Knoblauch believes the Falcons just need more practice.
"This was a real early scrimmage," Knoblauch said. "We
still have 20 days of practice, i
think we are just going to gj
better and better."

BO Newt Photo/ HIKE LEHMKUHLE
Bowling Green's Sherry Kahle (center) and Afra Smith (31) battle a Premier Ail-Star player for a rebound during the All-Star's
110-91 exhibition win Monday. Six of the seven newcomers saw
action in the exhibition.
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By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
Dec Knoblauch broke in six
of her seven newcomers, with
mostly positive results, against
the Premier All-Stars.
Freshmen Megan Jerome,
Kim Griech, Regina Smith and
Karen Stocz saw action in both
halves while Rachal Hamilton
made a brief first-half appearance.
Jerome said the college game
is played at a fast pace, but her
high school team played a similar style to the Falcons' runand-press, making for a somewhat smooth transition. Still,
there was one area Jerome said
she needed improvement.
"I was nervous at first, but
once I got in there I relaxed,"
Jerome said. "I personally need
to be more aggressive. I got
knocked down a few times by
those bigger girls so I need to be
able to contain my;space and
not get pushed over so much."
Freshman forward Pam
Brown sat out the game and is
recovering from arthroscopic
knee surgery.
Junior-transfer Afra Smith
logged 16 minutes for the F41cons scoring eight points.
Knoblauch said she expects big
things from Smith once she

gets comfortable in the orange
and brown.
"Afra Smith is going to be a;
great player for us," Knoblauch,
said. "Afra has got to learn two
positions. When she is out there
and doesn't have to think so
much, and can just play, you,
are going to really see some-i
thing. We see some flashes m
practice that are scary."
Jerome led all BG newcom-;
ers with 11 points and was the
team's third-leading scorer. She)
finished 3-for-3 from the floorj
including one three-pointer.i
The 5-9 guard also tallied four
rebounds and two assists in 14j
minutes of action.
Griech Fcored eight points!
and added three assists, while!
Regina Smith and Stocz added]
five and two points.
Knoblauch said she was)
forced to put more freshmen onj
the floor at one time than she
intended due to the team's;
fatigue. She wants three or four
veterans on the floor at one
time to ease the learning curve
of her young team.
"I'm really excited about the
new players," she said. "You can
see how much faster and more;
athletic we are. The new players just have so much to learn
in such a short amount of time.''
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IHIO HIGH SCHOOL PLAYOFF PAIRINGS
ftagional Quarterfinals
DIVISION I
All games 7 p.m. Saturday unless otherwise noted
Region I
(8) Slrongaville / 3) at (1) Solon (100)
15) Cleve Glenville 18 2) at 14) Lakewood I73I
(7) Euclid 173) at (2l Cleve St lgnatiue(8-2)
(6) Mentor (6-4) at 13) Shaker Heights (8-2). 1 p m Saturday
Region 2
(8) Tbl St Francis DeSales 173) at (1) Grove City (10-0)
iSITol WhiUner(82)at(4)Findlay(9-l)
(7) Westerville North (7-3) at (2) Worthinglon Kilboume (91)
(6) Lima Senior (6-41 at (3) Upper Arlington (9-1)
Region 3
(8) Maiwillon Perry (7-3) at 11) Massillon Washington (10-0)
15) Canton McKinley (7-3) at (4) North Canton Hoover 19-1)
(7) Young Boardman (7-3) at (2) Brunswick 110-0)
(6) Logan (9-1) at (3) Pickenngton (9-11
Region 4
(8)Cin Archbishop Moeller 16 41 at 11)Cm St Xavicr (9-01. 7 30 p n

Region I
(8) Vandalia Butler (6-4) at (1) Kings Mills Kings (9-1)
(5) Spnngboro (8-2) at (4) Lebanon (8 2)
(7) Cm Archbishop McNicholas (7-3) at (2)Trenton Edgewood (10-0)
(6) Dayton Carroll (7-31 at (31 Chillicothe (7-3)
DIVISION III
All Games 7:30 p.m. Friday
Region 9
(81 Jefferson Area (73) at 111 Copley (10-0)
(51 Perry (7-3) at (4) Hubbard (9-1)
(7) Chesterland West Gesuga (7-3) at (2) Ak Archbishop Hoban (8-2)
(6) Mantua Crestwood (8-21 at (3) Orrville (8-2)

Region 7

[£!BfflLl!ll:

TANDINGS

iSlCols East (8 21 at (1) Dover (10-0)
15) Cols. Beechcroft (8-2) at (4) Umontown Lake (7-3)
(7) Lewis Center Olcntangy (6 4) at (2) Cols Brookhavcn (9-11
(6) East I iverpool (7-3) at (3) Cols Independence (9-1)

Saturday
(5) Huber Hta Wayne (9 1) at (4) Fairfield (8-2)
17) Cin Oak Hills (7-3) at (2) Cm Elder 18-1)
(6) Mason 182) at 13) Centerville 110-0). 7 30pm Friday
DIVSION II
All Games 7:30 p.m. Friday
Region 5
18) Macedonia Nordoma (8-2) at III Cuya Falls Walsh Jesuit (8-1)
15) Mentor Lake Cath (8-2) at (4)Olmsted Falls (9-1)
(7) Niles McKinley (7-3) at (21 Madison (9-1)
(6) Akron Buchtel (8-2) at <3) Ravenna (9-1)
Region 6
(8) Whitehouac Anthony Wayne (9-1) at 11) Pio.ua (100)
(5) Graflon Midview i 10-0) at (4) Wadsworth (9-1)
17) Avon Lake (8-2i at (21 Sylvania Southview (9-1)
(6) Amherst Steele (8-2) at 13) Marysvillc (10-0)

Tuesday, November 2, 1999

Region 10
(8) Shelby (7-31 at (1) Cols Bishop Watterson (9-1)
(5) Willard 19-1) at (4) Bellevue (8-1)
(7) Bellefontaine (8-2) at (21 Cols St Francis DeSalea (7-3)
(6) Napoleon 17-31 at 13) Lima Bath 19 1)
Region 11
(8) Rayland Buckeye Local (6-4) at (1) Poland Seminary (10-0)
<5)ThornvillcShcndan i8-2)at(4) Louisville (7-3)
(7) McConnelsvillc Morgan 18-2) at 12) Millersburg W Holmes 110-0)
(6) Lisbon Beaver 17-3) at (3) Steubenville (8-2)
Region 12
(8) New Richmond (8-2) at (1) London (10-0)
(5) Galhpolis Gailia Academy (8-2) at (4) Jackaon (8-2)
(7) Cm Purcell Marian (7-3) at (2) Bellbrook 110-0)
(6>AshvilleTeays Valley (9-l)at (3) Day Chaminadc-Julicnne(8-2)
DIVISION rv
All Games 7 p.m. Saturday unless otherwise noted
Region 13
(8) Akron St Vincent-St Mary (6-4) at (1) Akron Manchester (9-1)
(5)Wickliire(8 2lal(4)Chagnn Falls (9-1)
17) Atwater Waterloo 19-1) at (2) Girard (9-1)

Mid-American Conference Volleyball Playoff Race
Note Tbp four learns host a first round playoff game
1
Western Michigan
13-0
2
Ball State
1M
3
Miami
84
4
Bowling C. re-en
s-f
5
Akron
7-4
6
Marshall
75
7.
Eastern Michigan
6-6
8
Kent
6-6
9
Buffalo
4-8
Northern Illinois
10
3-8
11
Central Michigan
2-9
12
Toledo
211
13
Ohio
111
Tuesday. November 2
IUPUI at Ball State, 7pm
Wednesday, November 3
Central Michigan at Northern Illinois. 7 p.m.
Marshall at Kent. 7 p m
Friday, November 5
Akron at Western Michigan. 7 p m
Ball State at Marshall. 7pm
Buffalo at Bowling Green, 7 p.m.
Kent at Central Michigan. 7 pm.
Miami at Gastem Michigan. 7 p m.
Northern Illinois at Toledo. 7 p.m.
Saturday, November 6
Akron at Central Michigan. 7 p.m.
Ball State at Ohio. 7pm
Buffalo at Toledo, 7 p m
Kent at Eastern Michigan. 3pm
Miami at Western Michigan. 7 pro.
Northern III'mns at Bowling Green, 7 p.m.
Sunday, November 7
Robert Morns at Eastern Michigan. 2 p m

WOMEN'S CC
Women's CC at MAC Championships at Kent
1 Akron. 78. 2 Miami. 96. 3 Kent Stale. 100.4 Central Michigan. 111.
5 Western Michigan, 131; 6 Ohio. 147. 7 Eastern Michigan, 158. 8
Toledo. 186. 9 Ball Slate. 193. 10. Bowling Green, 195; 11 Buffalo.
280. 12 Marshall. 345. 13 Northern Illinois. 367
Top S individuals: 1 Michelle Km.. Akron. 17 22 2 Domtils Mwoi.
Eastern Michigan. 17 22 3 Bnanna Shook. Miami. 17 27 4 Kristenn
Fryburg. Miami. 17 29 5 Jackie Conrad. Ohio. 17 32
BG runners: 26 Christine Thompson. 18 23 36 Nikki Monroe. 18 35
40 Lisa Schroeder. 18 38 45 Brians Killian. 18 41 48 Cyndi Bostdorff.
18 49 59 Libby Mitchell, 19 04 80 Lisa Manea. 19 42

Men's CCMen's CC at MAC Championships at Kent
1 Central Michigan. 37,2 Miami, 75, 3 Weatem Michigan, 95.4 East
em Michigan. 125. 5 Kent Stale. 135.6 Marshall. 193, 7 Ohio. 204. 8
Akron. 229.9 Buffalo. 233, 10 Ball State. 238, 11 Bowling Green, 243.
12 Toledo. 314
Top 5 individuals: 1 Blake McDowell. Eastern Michigan, 24 43 2
Damisn Sherck. Western Michigan. 24 49 3 Jacob Brundage. Central
Michigan, 24.56 4. Ryan Lantzer, Central Michigan, 24.5650 5. Ryan
Watson. Central Miehigsn. 24:59
BG runners: 30 Kreg Hatficld. 25 S3 42 Dan Flaute, 26 16 53 Rob
Glati. 26 47 60 David Anderson. 26 59 65 David Larson, 27:12 66
Chad Kunkle. 27 15 71 Vince Molosky. 27 24 80 Nolan Fahrer. 28 03

w

WIRE

Charlie Manuel hired as Indians' manager
CLEVELAND — Charlie Manuel was hired as
manager of the Cleveland Indians today after
working as their hitting instructor the past six
years, a team source told The Associated Press.
His hiring was to be announced at an afternoon
news conference, said the source, who spoke on
terms of anonymity.

WMU clienches West CC teams finish MAC'S
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
One sppt in the Mid-American Conference Championship
Game Dec. 3 at Huntington, W.
Va. has been decided.
Western Michigan defeated
Akron at the Rubber Bowl 2410 to improve to 7-2 overall and
6-0 in conference play and
clinch a berth. The Broncos can
do no worse than tie with
Northern Illinois for first in
MAC West. Western would win
the tie-breaker virtue a win
over the Huskies earlier in the
year. Western clinched the
berth when the Huskies fell at
Marshall 41-9.
In the Bronco win, Tim
Lester threw for 373 yards and
two touchdowns completing 29of-48 passes. Both passes were
to Corey Alston from 41 and 48
yards. Lester now has 10,482
yards passing in his career. The
previous career passing mark
was held by Bowling Green's
Brian McClure (1982-85) with
10,280 yards. The Zips fell to 63 and 4-2.
Marshall (8-0, 5-0) ran its
nation-long winning streaks to
12 overall and 29 at home with
the win against Northern (4-5,
4-2). Herd quarterback Chad
Pennington completed 26-of-33
passes for 288 yards and four
touchdowns. Running back
Llow Turner had 104 yards
rushing on two touchdowns.
In other games. Bowling
Green (3-6, 2-5) recorded a 31-7
win over Central Michigan (2-6,
1-5), Kent (2-7, 2-4) beat Buffa-

MAC
•Notes*

o (0-8, 0-7)
41-20
and %
Ohio (4-5, 4-2)
upciii "il

The Rockets allowed 508
yards passing from Louisiana
Tech's Tim Rattay in a 34-17
loss at the Glass Bowl. Central
Florida's (3-5) Vic Penn threw
for two touchdowns as the
Golden Knights defeated the
Eagles 31-6.

Players of tie Week

Ball

State (0-8, 05). Raynauld
Ray's 54-yard
pass from Dan
Jordan with
1:02 left in the
game gave the Ray
Bobcats the
win
while
Kent quarterback
Jose
Davis
cbmpleted 24-of34 passes to
lift the Golden
Flashes to victory.
Ball
State
has Rohlfs
dropped 14 in a row while the
Bulls have lost 12 consecutive.

0-3 in non-conference action
Miami (5-3, 4-1), Toledo (3-5,
2-3) and Eastern Michigan (3-5,
3-2) suffered non-conference
losses Saturday. Cincinnati (35) rallied past Miami even
though RedHawk quarterback
Mike Bath had four touchdown
passes and Travis Prentice
added his 73rd career and 68th
career rushing touchdown.
Prentice is four rushing touchdowns away from Ricky
Williams.

Ohio's Ray earned the conference's offensive player of the
week for his efforts in his
team's win over Ball State.
Buffalo sophomore Craig
Rohlfs recorded three interceptions against Kent's Jose Davis
to earn the MAC defensive
player of the week. Davis had
just two interceptions entering
the game but Kent still won.
Rohlfs is tied for the conference
lead with four interceptions.

This Week
There are just four conference games this week as Bowling Green, Ohio, Western
Michigan and Northern Illinois
are off.
The Big game is Akron at
Miami. Both teams are coming
off losses and have a shot at
winning MAC East mathematically. In the other MAC East
contest, Marshall tries to stay
unbeaten when it travels to
Kent.
In MAC West play, Ball State
goes to Eastern Michigan while
Toledo goes to Central Michigan. Buffalo hosts Hofstra (7-1)
in a televised non-conference
game.

SARAH TOMASHEFSKI

JOYCE KEPKE

First Ward City Council Candidate
Third year BGSU student
Studies: Political Science/Business
Currently serving on City Council

Mayoral Candidate
4Z0 years on City Council
President of City Council 9 years
Former BGSU Employee

I am impressed with Sarah's understanding of the issues that face the students and fulltime residents of her ward. I look forward to working with her. As Bowling Green's
mayor I will make sure that all are treated fairly and with respect.

KV"
Vote Sarah Tomashefski for 1st Ward Council
Vote Joyce KEPKE for MAYOR on November 2!
Paid lor h> (he Kipkc lot Mayor C'nmmilin: William J PsKfetT, ("hair .MM S Church Si. Bowling Green. OH 41402
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By MATTHEW P. LYONS .
The BG News
Some races are good and
some not so good. Friday's race
at the Mid-American Conference Championship meet was
one of those not so good races
for the Falcon men's and
women's cross country teams.
The men finished 11th whi'the women placed 10th.
The men's first finisher, Kreg
Hatficld. crossed the finish line
1:10 after the winning runner.
The rest of the BG runners
were across the line 2:10 after
Hatfield finished.
"We had some sickness," BG
coach Sterling Martin said. "We
didn't have the horses to get the
job done."

BG failed to accomplish the
goal Martin had set. The Falcons allowed several runners
from the same teams to finish
ahead of them.
The women's cross country
team has experienced a riches
to' rags season plagued with
injuries and other problems.
Some familiar problems surfaced again at Friday's MAC
meet. That resulted in a plunge
for the defending MAC champions. Againall eight BG runners
failed to finish the race.
"Some people dropped out
and we had some sickness on
the team," said coach Cami
Wells. "Basically, we just didn't
get the job done. I can't make
any excuses."
While the Falcons failed to

meet one of Wells' goals and finish in the top 25 runners, all
the BG runners who finished
did come within 45 seconds of
each other.
Coaches Wells was pleased
with the performances of senior
Nikki Monroe, sophomore Lisa
Schroeder, and freshmen Cyndi
Bostdorff" and Briana Killian.
The Falcons now must look
ahead to the NCAA regional
meet. According to Wells, BG
will see many different teams
than they did at the Pre-NCAA
a few weeks ago. A few runners
will also make their way to the
lineup for the women.
The women will run in the
NCAA district meet at Bloomington, Ind. Nov. 13.

UND earns first win vs. Miami
By DEREK McCORD
The BG News
Notre Dame won its first
game of the season behind the
saving grace of freshman goalie
Tony Zasowski. He turned
away 33 shots the 5-2 win Saturday and a 2-2 Friday.
Zasowski ended the weekend
with 58 saves and a 2.00 GAA,
which led him to be named the
Central Collegieate Hockey
Association's top rookie performer of the week.

Mavericks earn tie
First-year CCHA member
Nebraska-Omaha scored its
first point in conference play
against USA Today's 11thranked Northern Michigan in a
4-4 tie Saturday. The Wildcats

failed to score a power-play goal
despite five chances for the first
time this season.

Horcoff, Comrie lead
CCHA in scoring

meetings. Michigan defeated
OSU in the semifinals of the
CCHA Tournament. Michigan
goaltender Josh Blackburn is
questionable after tearing ligaments in his foot when he
dropped a mini-refrigerator on
his foot earlier in the season.

Michigan State's Shawn
Horcoff and Michigan's Mike
Comrie are making Edmonton
scouts look pretty good. Horcoff
is leading the conference in
points with 13, three goals and CCHA Player of Week
ten assists. Comrie has netted
Lake Superior's Ben Keup
five goals and three assists took CCHA offensive player of
good for sixth in the conference. the week by scoring four goals
OSU Battles Michigan in the first period in their 5-4
Two of the biggest rivals in win over Western Michigan.
college sports face off this Keup set a new record for goals
weekend when Ohio State in one period with his four goal
heads to Michigan in a home- first period tallies. Before the
and-home series. The Buckeyes goal outburst, the Lakers had
have a 3-1-1 record against the been outscored 9-2 in the first
Wolverines in the |ast five period this season.

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every
year Army ROTC awards
scholarships to hundreds of
talented students. If you
qualify, these merit-based fffi
scholarships can help you
pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a flat rate
for textbooks and supplies.
You can also receive an allowance of up to S1500 each school
year the scholarship is in
eltect. Find out today if
you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Rm. 151, Memorial Hall or call
372-2476

The BG News
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HIGH

SCHOOL

FOOTBALL SCORES
Cm Madeira 42. Lockland 12

Granville 32. Licking Hts 6

Saturday'* Results

Cm McNicholas 34. Cm Taylor 15

Green 45. Tallmadge 42

Akr HuchUI 32, Akr Garfield 13

Cm Moeller 34. Cm Princeton 24

Greeneview 27, Cedarville 21

Akr Firestone 41. Akr Central Hower 10

Cin Northwest 16. On Roger Bacon 14

Greenville 16. Troy 7

Bedford Chanel 27. Garfield Hu Trinity 7

On St Xaviei .I.Cin Anderson 6

Grove City 27. Worthmgton Kill. >.ime 20

Brooklyn 49. Bcarhwood 14

On Western Hills 26. Cm Walnut Hills 18

Guyan Valley, W Va 32, South Galha 14

On Woodward 14. Day Jefferson 8

Hamilton 45, Hamilton Badin 13

Portamouth E. 19

On Wyoming 13. Blanrhcstcr 6

Hamilton Ross 42. Norwood 18

Cm Purcell Manan 28. Cm Mt Healthy 0

Cle East Tech 61. Cle Lincoln-West 8

Hannibal River 14. Shadyaide 0

Cle His 26. Shaker Hu 22

Cle Glenville 42. Cle Rhodes 20

Hartvillc Lake 65. Alliance 0

Cle JFK 44. Cle John Hay 8

Cle HU Lutheran E 26. Thompson Ledge-

Hemlock Miller 48. Glouster Trimble 19

Cle John Marshall 26. Cle Collinwood 14

mont 16

Hicksville 6, Edgerton 0

Coahocton 48. Waverly 13

Cle St Ignatius 31. Glenn Mills, Pa 30

Howard East Knox 42, N

Cuyahoga Valley Chnstian 17, Southington

Clear Fork 39, Loudonville 14

Crawford 7

Chalker 14

Cloverleaf21. Medina Highland 19

Hubbard 22, Leavcituburg LaBrae 15

Day Col White 25. Day Patteraon 18

Clyde 13, Huron 10

Huber Hts Wayne 65. Spnng N. 0

Dolphoa St John'i 35, Coldwater 14

Cols Academy 40. Zanesville Rosecrans 24

Independence 20. Cuyahoga Hu 18

Hunting Valley University 28. Hudson Welt-

Cols Beechcroft 35, Cols West 6

Indian Lake 34. DeGrsff Riverside 7

em Reserve 0

Cols Bexley 56. Washington C H 28

Jackson 49. Athens 14

Kirtland 35, Gates Mills Hawken 14

Cols Brookhaven 47. Cols Bnggs 0

Jackson-Milton 13. Mineral Ridge 6

Malvem 41. Bowerston Conotton Valley 6

Cols DeSalcs 27. Ironton 13

Jamestown Greeneview 27. Cedarville 21

Martins Ferry 29. Bellaire 15

Cols East 46, Cols South 0

Jefferson Area 22. Ashtabula Edgewood 0

Massillon Washington 35. Can McKinley 7

Cols Eastmoor 14. Cols Independence 7

John Glenn 10. Philo 7

Mentor Lake Catholic 44, Chardon NDCL 14

Cols Northland 19. Cola Minim 14

Johnstown Northndge 36. Centerburg 16

Newark Cath 48. New Philadelphia Tusc

Cols Ready 33. Cols Hartley 29

Jonathan Alder 42. Grandvicw 15

Cent Cath 7

Cols St Charles 28. Cols Manon-Franklin

Kent Roosevelt 24, Hudson 14

Portsmouth Notre Dame 13. Portsmouth W 6

14

Keystone 22. Avon 6

Rocky River Lutheran W 35. Richmond Hts

Cols Walnut Ridge 43. Cols Centennial 8

Kings Mills Kings 28. On Turpm 13

8

Cols

Lakewood St Edward 28, Cle Benedictine 13

Sandusky Perkins 62. Sandusky St Marys 8

East 21

Lancaster 25. Newark 23

Sharpsville. Pa 35. Brookville 8

Cols WheUtone 44, Cols Linden McKinley

Lancaster Fisher Catholic 46, Sugar Grove

Winchester

World

Harvest

37.

Wattcrson 35, Liberty Twp

Lakota

Classified
372-6977

16

Toronto 58. Stcubcnville Cath Cent 29

Columbiana 31, Crestview 18

Laurel 28, Hickory 14

Unchsville Claymont 26.

Columbus Grove 61, Paulding 6

Lcetoma 44, E Palestine 28

TV BG Ne*t ■ill ■■a tiw-tiif l> accept advenrirmcnu
rim dittoiiniulr ot r-ntouiaff diMnrninalKm afainf
an) indnHliul or ftoup on ihrr bam of me. MI. ioior
erred (TIDJHK, IUIHMUI ortfin. teiual onentMiun. dn
•oilii) Maim « ■ veietHi of on ihe kun of ant other
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—SEEKING HOMER—
Alternative Band out ol New York!!!
Come and see what Ihey are all about
Tues.. Nov. 2 @ 8-10pm
Lenharl Grand Ballroom
Admission is free!!!
Merchandise will be sold!
Sponsored by UAO

Robinson Col

IPC Club
Nov. 2nd 1999
7pm
111 South Hall
Come out & Join1!

Berne Union 18

Indian Valley 15

Conneaut 21, Ashtabula Harbor 6

Lemon-Monroe 41. Oxford Talawanda 34

Copley 35, Wadsworth 7

I-ewis Center Olentangy 41, Thomas Wor-

I• i-nl.n s Results

Cortland Lakcviow 27. Liberty 12

thmgton 19

Akr East 20. Akr North 14

Covington 49. Bradford 8

Liberty Center 35, Archbold 7

Akr hlli i 69. Akr Kenmore 27

Creslon Norwayne 27. Northwestern 14

Liberty Union 42. Millersport 20

Akr Hoban 19. Youngs Chanay 7

Crestwood 52. Garretuville Garfield 0

Licking Valley 33. Hebron Lakewood 0

Akr Manchester 62, E Canton 19

Crooksville 20. New Lexington 16

Lima Bath 41, Kcnton 20

Akr Spring 18. Canal Fulton NW 7

Cuyahoga Falls 31. Stow 24

Lima Cent Cath 16. Pemberville Eastwood

Amanda-Clearereek 41, Cirrleville 7

Danville 41, Johnstown-Monroe 30

14

Amherst 35, Fairview 10

Day Carroll 23, Day Stebbms 6

Lisbon 42. Southern 7

Ansonia 56. Mississinawa Valley 38

Day Chaminade-Juhenne 28, Kcttenng Alter

Lisbon Beaver Local 35, Richmond Edison 25

Anthony Wayne 51. Rosslbrd 13

14

Lodi Cloverlcaf21. Medina Highland 19

Apple Creek Waynedale 28. Rittman 8

Day Meadowdale 24, Day Dunbar 20

Logan 35. Vincent Warren 7

Ashtabula 22, Pamesville Harvey 6

Day Northndge 13. New Lebanon Dixie 12

Logan Elm 31. Hamilton Twp 16

Avon Lake 45. N OlmsUd 14

Day Oakwood 34. Brookville 7

London 56, Greenfield 34

Bainbndge Paint Valley 27. Chillicothe

Defiance 45. Van Wert 13

Lorain Cath 62, Manon Cath 0

Unioto 6

Defiance Ayersville 37, Antwerp 13

Lorain Clearview 27, Firelands 0

Baltimore Liberty Union 42, Millersport 20

Delaware Buckeye Valley 47. Manor. River

Lorain King 20, Lorain Southview 13

Batavia 45, Mount Orab Western Brown 6

Valley 10

Lorain Midview 56. Wellington 0

Bellaire St John 34. New Matamoras Fron-

Delphos Jefferson 21. Spcncorville 6

Louisville St ThomasAquinas21.Can Cent

tier 7

Delta 34. Montpelier 14

Cath 14

Bellbrook 48, Carlisle 7

Dover 48. New Philadelphia 3

Loveland 49, Wilmington 29

Doylestown Chippewa 41, Jcromesville Hills-

Lucasville Valley 22. Minford 19

Travel

Madison 32. Cle VASJ 19

Bellville Clear Fork 49, Loudonville 14

Dresden Tn-Valley 36. Maysville 9

Manchester 62. East Canton 19

Beloit W Branch 53, Marlington 0

Dublin Coffman 13. Hilliard Davidson 12

Mana Stem Manon Local 31, Rockford Park-

Berea 36. Middleburg Hts Midpark 12

E Liverpool 34. Wmtersville Indian Creek 0

way 7

Berkshire 19. Cardinal 14

Edgewood 49, Middletown Fenwick 7

Marion Elgin 39, Cardington-Lincoln 14

Bethel Tale 45. Clcrmont Northeastern 6

Edon 19. Hilltop 6

Manon Harding 56. Vermilion 6

BlufTton 48. Allen East 0

Elmore Woodmore 52. Kansas Lakota 22

Marion Local 31, Parkway 7

Bowling Green 28. Holland Springfield 13

Elyna Cath 48. Cle Cent. Cath 0

Marysville 32. Franklin Ills 14

Breeksvillc 45. North Royalton 12

Enon Grecnon 42. Urbana 7

Mason 24. Lebanon 21

Brunswick 25. Strongsvillc 13

Euclid 28, Bedford 0

Massillon Perry 62. Can GlenOak 0

Burton Berkshire 19. Middlefield Cardinal

Evergreen 28. Bryan 23

Massillon Tuslaw 28. Navarre Fairies* 14

GO DIRECT1 «1 Internet-based company
offering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages! Guarunteed Lowest Price! 1-800367-1252. www.springbreakdirect com

14

Fairfield 35. On Wmton Woods 14

McArthur Vinlon County 25, Wellslon 14

Fairfield Union 46. Canal Winchesur 8

McConnelsville Morgan 21. W Muskingum

Campbell 27. Warren JFK 21

Fairpon Harbor Harding 42. Ashtabula SU

19

Carey 10. Attica Seneca East 0

John & Paul 19

McDonald 46. Western Reserve 6

Carrollton 28. Canton South 14

Findlay 79. Foslona 22

Mechanicsburg 21. Waynesfield-Goshen 6

Celina 21. Lima Shawnee 14

Fmdlay Liberty-Benton 23. Arcadia 16

Mentor 38. Elyna 27

Centerville 62. Xenia 26

Frankfort Adena 55. Chillicothe Zane Trace 0

Miami Trace 58. Hillsboro 32

Franklin Furnace Green

Miamisburg 34, Franklin 6

j

13. McDermott

Middletown 56. Day Belmont 0

Chillicothe 47. Hilliard Darby 6

Galhpohs Galha 21. Marietta 0

Milbury Lake 43. Northwood 0

On Country Day 9. Reading 0

Garfield Hu 38, Maple Hu 0

Milford 55, Amelia 14

Cm Deer Park 43, North College Hill 13

Gates Mills Gilmour 27, Columbia 7

Milford Center Fairbanks 60, Ridgemont 6

Cam. Elder 16, Cm Oak Hills IS

Geneva 57. Andover Pymatuning Valley 16

Millersburg West Holmes 63. Wooster Tnway

Cm

Germantown Valley View 38. Eaton 0

14

Finneytown 27

Gibsonburg 21. Elmwood 12

Milton-Union 19. Benjamin Logan 0

Cm Hughes 16. Cm Aiken 7

Gilbert. W Va 28. Symmes Valley 18

Minerva 27. Louisville 21

Cm Indian Hill 28. Glen Este 13

Girard 42, Salem 21

Minster 28. New Bremen 24

Cm LaSalle 24. Cm Colerain 14

Goshen 27, Little Miami 21

Mogadnre 41, Mogadore Field 0

Cin Loveland 49. Wilmington 29

Grand Valley 38, Newbury 6

Monroevillc 62. New London 34

FRONT

Ai\d

The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
congratulate Kelly Garvin on making the
BGSU goll team!
AXQ-AXn-AXfl-AXfl-AXQ
A4>-A't>-A<P
Lil' Lisa Durst
Starlight. Starbnght
This Big/Lil' pair is |ust right'
I love you, lil'!
Love Big?'

A<i>'A<l>'A<t>

Lil Heather
Carnations are wine
Arrows are gold
Together we'll build a fnendship to hold
Throughout the years
And when college is past
Our Big/Lil bond will forever last.
Love Big???

A<I>-Troup-A<t>"Troup"A<t>
Congratulations to Shasta Nlles
on her pearling to Chuck Knight!
We love you guys'
ALPHA PHITROUP
BGSU College Club Falcons
Wednesday, Nov 3 Ed. Steps
Free e-mail and free voice mail
Free local discount card
www.collegeclub com
GET INVOLVED WITH INTRAMURALS!!
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING 2000 ARE
BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH NOV 15
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE
WEB. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED ON A
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS
AND WILL BE HELD NOV 18-19
IMPORTANT NQJ1CEJ
1. Would you like lo vote in this year's
election?
2. Do you now reside in Bowling Green9
3. Are you registered to vote in ANY
Ohio County?
YOU MAY LEGALLY VOTE
TODAY
OR
ANY TIME BEFORE
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2. 1999-7 30PM
Wood County Board Elections
One Courthouse Square
Bowling Green
Tel'419 354 9120
Regular Hours: Monday - Friday
8 30 am-4:30 pm
A Public Service Announcement From
JOYCE KEPKE lor Mayor
JOHN MURA lor Council At-Large
SARAH TOMASHEFSKI-1st Ward Cncl
Wood County Democratic Party
Allen R. Baldwin, Chair,
POB 707, Bowling Green. OH 43402

Kzxxa

Tel 352-5299

Lil Amy Lil Amy Lil Amy Lil Amy
Hey Lil, what's new with you?
It's now time for another Big/Lil due!
My hometown is not all that far from here
Tonight our family will
dance, sing and cheer
We will be such an awesome team
come to the house at 9:15
Big?

Lil Jessica
Tonight's the niqht
Wait and see
Who the best big/lil pair will be!
Here we go'
Here's one last clue,
I cant wail to reveal myself to you!
Be at the house at 9:15!
I love you Id!
Your Big
Lil Julie
There once was a Pi-Phi
from BG, who didn't know
Who her big could be.
She came to the house at
9 15 Tuesday night and found
out if any of her guesses were nght"
I love you lil Julie!!!
Love. Your Big
Lil Kassie Pi Beta Phi
Angels & Arrows, wine & silver blue.
Which dues are lies and which
ones are true
I hope your excited and anxious to see,
Exactly who your big will be!
Be at the house at 9:15 tonight, and you'll
soon find out il your guesses are nght!
I love you little!
Big??9
Lil Kate-Pi Beta Phi
Roses are red, violets are blue.
You think you have me figured
Out. but you don't have a due.
The time is near for you to see.
What a great Big/Lil pair we will be
See you tonight at 9:15.
Love you. Big?7

I

PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM)
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE-! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW SANDPIPERBEACON COM

1

Second Stage

CENTER

Local Music Showcase

with

BG

AXSi-AXSi-AXn-AXSi-AXQ

Lil Allison Pi Beta Phi Lil Allison
My sweel little angel,
Polish your halo, pick up your feet
Tonight is the night that well finally meet
Look all around and you might get a sign,
And fly to the house by quarter after nine!
Pi Bela Phi Lil Allison Pi Beta Phi

SPRING BREAK 5000

Scioto Northwest 2

Watch BG 24 News!

AXfl-AXQ'AXfi-AXH'AXfl

Lil' Abbey
Tonight is the night you'll know
It's true I am the Big made
Just for you
See you at Ihe house at 9:15
Love Big?

Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazatlan, or
Jamaica from $399
Reps wanted' Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!'
Info: Call 1 -800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com

Chardon 20. Willoughby S 7

Hills Christian Academy 32, Cm

<M Spnng Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, & Florida!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed. Free meal plans'
1-800-234-7007.
www.endlessummertours.ccm.
"SPRING BREAK 2000"
. Free trips, Free Dnnks. Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations. Lowest Rates
18O0-426-7710-www.sunsplashlours.com

Byesville Meadowbrook 26, Cambridge 22

Chagnn Falls 21, Aurora 14

SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in Dec, May or August Should call I-800-969-1338 to
schedule your senior portrait sitting. Portraits will be taken the week of Nov. 8, MF. from 10am-6pm in 28 West Hall (Basement). II only takes about 15 minutes, and
Ihe $6 sitting fee can be charged through
the bursar. Make sure you leave your
mark-be included in the hislonc Y2K yearbook.
We Need YOU!
Circle K invites you to our Open House
Nov. 3. at 9pm. 2nd lloor Faculty
Lounge in the Union. Come find oul more
about community service and how you
can get involved. All welcome! Past key
clubbers-you won't want to miss this!
Questions? Call Michelle, 353-7179

dale 7

Bellevue 35. Tiffin Columbian 26

Axn-AXij-Axn-Axn-Axsj
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Karen Kleve on her
lavaliering to Rusty Warner. Delta Upsilon
from Kent Best wishes!

SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Starling Monday Nov 8 Carl Woll Sludios
will be on campus taking senior portraits
from I0am-6pm daily. Any senior graduating in Dec, May or August should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided
by Ihe studio Sessions take about 15 minutes and Ihe $6 sitting fee can be charged lo the bursar Please call 1-800-9691338 lo schedule a sitting Portraits taken
in 28 West Hall Don't be left oul ol Ihe
historic 2000 Key Yearbook.

"Free CO of cool music when you register at mybytes.com, the ultimate
website for your college needs."
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: CO-REC
INNERTUBE WATER POLO-NOV 3;
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMINGNOV 8. MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER BASKETBALL-NOV 10. IF HANDDELIVERING. DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH
IF SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE
BY 12 NOON.

Worried about pregnancy?'
Froe Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Carina
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Campus Events

Warrensville Ills 32. E Cle Shaw 24. I IT

Bellefontaine 49. Spnng Shawnee6

Will clean your apartment or house before
holidays, one lime or weekly Call now to
schedule 352-8153 Leave a message

Personals

Tol Bowsher41.Tol Libbey 6
Gnadenhutten

Personals

Services Offered

Ohio High School Football

Canal

page 11

Andrew and Tami
Tonight

INI

*towi INC* <;i u i'N
Pictured above Front Row L-R: John Mura. Sandy Wicks, Joyce Kepke and ^a
Sarah Tomashefski Back Row L-R Gregg DeCrane and Patrick Ng.
!.•

Mon. thru Thurs. at
5 30. 10:30. and 7.30am
on cable channel 24.

Tuesdays 6-7 pm

KKfktA

Hear all of your favorite local
bands and get your updated concert
calendar each and every week.

5-6pm
See what's happening in the
campus ancf surrounding
community on Bowling Green's

Tonight's Feature:
Election

only live television news source'

I;:

SAMPLE BALLOT
For The Ohio General Election - Tues., Nov. 2,1999

Tonight's Special Guests: The Big Creek

DedkaMTa
"Inwfrti*. >in.ii
■ trit lb* Public Tntvl"

Coverage

<
UuesDons/Story Ideas 372299/

.- — —■—■—■— CLIP ft SAVE — — — — -.—••
^*""
OFFICIAL
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY

W

Requests? 372-2826

* Listen for free giveaways

6:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

YOU MAY LEGALLY TAKE THIS
SAMPLE BALLOT WITH YOU
INTO THE POLLS WHEN YOU VOTE!

!?

I
I
I

I WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY ENDORSED CANDIDATES |£
■ CLIP A SAVE ■

Sarah Tomashefski

Joyce Kepke

Sata/t
FOR
MAYOR
rj.lt. I" lh.l*«lilKUrcTil>rm

)

I

IN FIRST WARD
mminict-.Mn»h Lq*|<tT Ouu o.'l \>.nhCnr.c SiftmLtagOitm Ot^M

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

I
SAMPLE BALLOT I
I
I
I
I
I
•Joyce Kepke
I
For Mayor
I
John Mum
For Council At Large
I
Sarah Tomashefski
I
For Finl Ward Council
J
OFFICIAL

WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY

I
I
I

John Mura
/■'»/■ Council At huge

For First Ward Council

YOU MAY LEGALLY TAKE THIS
SAMPLE BALLOT WITH YOU
INTO THE POLLS WHEN YOU VOTE!

WOOD COUHTY KHOCMTIC PABTY EHOOAStD CANDHMTIS

For Mayor

Sarah Tomashefski

For Ths OHO General EkctKXi - Tins Noi 2 19»
6.30 a.m. -7:30 pjn.

Micas** Ta
'ln«irli>,S*olc«
and Iht rUhllr TruM"

Joyce Kepke

Patrick Ng
I

l'r

I ■f

Si,
if

For Second Ward Council

Sandy Wicks

:i
I

Gregg DeCrane

|

For Fourth Ward Council

For Third Ward Council

^•"•jj*^ *^**"|C«w«ftoiWj"» CflriMMuu. imOa larpper. Of 1*0 star. "V. BG.0H tMUJOXU Td fti-UW

I?

KEEP BOWLING GREEN
Moving Forward - and - ON TRACK!

I

The BG News
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Personals
Lil Kelly.
One Big/Lil week seems more
Like a year, but now the time
is finally here! Be at the house
at 9" 15 tonight to see it any
of your guesses were nght!
Love. Big???
Lil' Kristin.
Angles & Arrows. Wine & Silver Blue
I live in the house & I LOVE youl
Be at the house at 9:15
And you witt see we are a dream team
S2b
Big?
Lil Maria.
One, two, three
Guess who t can be
Four, five, six
I bet you're in a fix
Seven, eight, nine
Be at the house on time
Tuesday, 2 9:15
Love, Big?7''
Lil MeganHere's your last chance
to figure me out:
I love lo dance.
Scream and shout
Be al the house tonight
when the little hands at the nine
and the big hand hits the three.
To see what a great
Big/Lil pair we will be!
Love. Big???

AXfl-AXG-AXG-AXG-AXG
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
congratulate Kim Garvin on making the
BGSU cheerteading squad!

AXfl-AXfl-AXfl'AXfl'AXfl
Lil Nicole
Tonight is when you will see
How perfect our Big/Lil pair will be.
You'll brighten my day
When I can finally call you mine,
So be at the house at 15 past 9
Love, Big???
Lil' Shannon Pi Beta Phi
Big/Lil night is almost here
l hope you're excited,
cause it's drawing near!
I can't wait till you know
it's me, and you'll meet
your wonderful family!
I love you little!
Love, Big
See you tonight at the house at 9:15
LH' Tina,
Tonight is the night,
it's finally here, when
I call you my little and
you put up a cheer. Don't
you worry, it'll be alright,
just come to the house at 9:15
tonight. Love ya. Love, Big??
Lil' Trisha.
Our match is perfect,
it's easy to see. what a perfect
big/lil' pair we'll be. So don't
delay just be on time, at the
Pi Phi house at a quarter past nine!
Love Big 9??

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Pi Phi'Lil KellTPi Phi
Angels & Arrows, wine & silver blue
Which clues are lies & which
ones are true?
I hope you're excited & anxious to see
Exactly who your big will be!
Be at the house by 9.15 tonight
You'll find out if your guesses are right!
I love you little!!!

Mey Ladies!
Become a SAIN facilitator & help to educate your campus on issues ol sexual assault & acquaintance rape. For more information-call 2-0470 or pick up an application from the Wellnes Connection!

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting
persons
with
mental
retardation/developmental disabilities m
daily living skills in a Residential setting.
Part time and sub positions available
ranging from 21.5 to 60.75 hours biweekly Salary is $7 55/hour (or first 90 days,
thereafter beginning at $9.94/hour based
upon experience. Excellent salary and
benefit package. High school diploma or
GED required; no experience necessary
Positions available in Bowling Green and
Portage areas Interested persons may
obtain an application packet from Wood
County Board of MR/DD, 11160 East
Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green, Ent. B.
Monday-Friday. 8:00am-4:30pm E.O.E.

1997 Ford Taurus, royal blue. Cruise.
ABS, power, air. remote, premium stereo.
Car cellphone, rear de-fog. dual airbag
44K mi. (highway). Mind cond Asking
$9900. obo Yan at 419-248-6507 day or
419-536-6609 eves.

Personals
Pi Beta Phi - Gina * Pi Beta Phi
You think you know who your Big may be.
But from the clues you'd never guess me.
Be at the house at a quarter after nine
little, tonight you will be mine!
I can't wait until the day comes to an end,
Because you'll not only find a Big,
but a friend
Love - Big "?"
Pi Beta Phi - Gina - Pi Beta Phi
Pi Beta Phi-UI" Brooke-Pi Beta Phi
One. two. three, four, five
Let me just tell you what's on my mind!
You and I are two of a kind.
We'll be the best big/lil pair BG
could ever find!
So get to the house at a quarter after nine
and don't be late
or find yourself without a sweet
looking date!
Love. Big7''?
Pi Beta Phi-Little Jill
I've been a mystery for quite awhile
Hold on tight and keep that smile.
You and I are the perfect pair
With many memones and time to share.
The time is now. the time is nght.
I can'l wait to reveal myself tonight!!
Pi Beta Phi-Love your Big???
Give life Help infertile couple through
maternal surrogacy. Any nationality
acceptable. Excellent compensation.
(800> 450-5343.
Pi Phi
Lil' Tara
My lil Tara, the hunt has begun
Tonight will be awesome and
loaded with fun.
I can't wait for this day
to come to an end
You'll have not only a Big.
But also a fnend
I love you little'
Love. Big?
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
Lil BeckyTo find the answer lo all your clues
Come to the house by 9:15, and
bring only you.
Tonight is the night that you will see
What an awesome big/lil pair we will be.
Get excited for fun times that never end
For now you've found a forever triend.
I love you little!
Love, Big?
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
Lil' Traci
I'm sure you think you know me
But I am positive you don't.
Go ahead and take a real good guessBut guess, I'm sure you won't.
Come to the house at 9:15
and soon you will seeWhat an awesome big/lil pair we will be.
Forever are friendsAnd friends will always be
Todays the day the guessing will end
And your 'big' you soon will see
Love Big
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI

PI Phi'Lil Kristie Welch'PI Phi
9:15 is the time tonight
When you wilt see your Big's delight
Follow the wine and silver blue
And you'll lind your Big forever true
Love. Big?
Pi Phi-Lil" Andrea-Pi Phi
To my Lil' Andrea, the hunt has begun
Tonight will be exciting and
loaded with fun!
I can't wait till this day comes to an end
You'll find not only a big. but one
true friend!
Be at the house at 9:15 tonight to find
Out if your guess is nght!
I love you Lil'!
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Starting Monday Nov. 8 Carl Wolf Studios
will be on campus taking senior portraits
from 10am-6pm daily. Any senior graduating in Dec, May or August should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided
by the studio. Sessions take about 15 minutes and the S6 sitting fee can be charged to the bursar Please call 1-800-9691338 to schedule a sitting. Portraits taken
in 28 West Hall. Don't be left out of the
historic 2000 Key^Ygartaook.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in Dec . May or August should call 1 -800-969-1338 to
schedule your senior portrait sitting. Portraits will be taken the week of Nov. 8, MF, from 10am-6pm in 28 West Hall (Basement) It only takes about 15 minutes, and
the S6 sitting fee can be charged through
the bursar. Make sure you leave your
mark-be included in the historic Y2K yearbook^
SPRING 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS. APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE OR ON THE WEB AND ARE
DUE NOV 23. INTERVIEWS WILL BE
HELD NOV. 29-30.
Would you like to spend your
Spring Break In New York City to learn
about poverty and racism first hand,
and also earn 3 hours
academic credit?
For information call Bill Thompson at
352-7534 or email
wthomp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Consider a Career
in Pharmacy

-^4D4f0/

Conuder purujmg your
goah at Midwertem
Uni wvty'i CoM«f*
of Phormacy-Ciendalr
in Artiona.

Our i-ytn doctor ol phinrucf (flurmD | piopim
a con elfcctm wd tune tSoifit— iltowij you lo
compl«t» rour d*pw ind enitr tht wwtrfoKt *i
the ihormt ome powWe Our amtuliim orowdfi
jw with rvtf eipowrt u d*Kil tiptntftUi, ind
our baity trc <k*utrt to j9* iwum

••MONDAY
ununivi

i1"^

ii r*

BBO SpareRibs

•WEDNESDAY*

•TUESDAY*

Prime Rib
< rrtlllrd Angus Bed

Baked Chicken

•THURSDAY*

Sirloin Steak
j

Ow bfiuaM nr* l]4-»at urifui in Qndik,
taiMU. far IS nk\ north-mi ol (Twin, (tinm
■otr-ol-rtv-vt baton wr) i unpui trnvonrntnt
dtvpwd lor hriHh prolnuom irudwiti—i »■**
™W ol (fit team ipproacti ID twitt ait And
ifto you pidvilr. Anton* olttn mutditifc job
ofportumwi kr phirmiaiB.

Tuesday, November 2, 1999

STEAK HOUSE
'63 SOUTH MAIN STREC-BOWUNG GREfN-352-2595

Roommate needed for spring semester
Campbell Hill Apts. Own bedroom,
$190/month. Two bathrooms. Male or female. Call 354-6621.
SAIN
The Sexual Assault Information Network
■s recruiting program facilitators. SAIN is a
program for women, by women & deals
w/ issues of sexual assault & acquaintance rape. If you'd like to become a SAIN
facilitator, please call 2-0470 or pick up
an application from the Wellness Connection
Subleaser needed! $237 50 a month!
Own bedroom-very dose to campus!
Call Cory at 352-6019.
Subleaser needed-spnng semester 2000
Great location $200/month
CallRyann-353-9136.
Wanted 42 people to get paid S
To lose 10 to 50 lbs. $
100% natural & guaranteed
Call: (256) 659-3074
Wanted
Pro Plus Nordic Track

419-898-9055

Help Wanted
Si500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For info call 203-977-1720.
ASSEMBLERS Excellent income
to assemble products at home
Info 1-504-1700 DEPT. OH-62S5.
Attention Graduate Students
Earn up to $77.00/day
as a substitute teacher in the
Oregon City Schools
(5 miles east of Toledo)
Qualifications:
'Desire to work with students
'Bachelor Degree {All areas)
•Background check
(419)693-0661
ask for Kori or Pam
Deja Vu is now accepting applications
and auditioning for exotic dancers. Earn
great money while working a flexible
schedule in a safe, clean environment.
Apply in person at 135 S. Byrne Rd„ Toledo
Did you paint last summer?
Studentpaimers net is looking for motivated students who want lo manage their
own business next summer. Average
managers last year make approx. $8000
for summer. For more info, call John at 1-

Secretary /Clerical
Average 20 hrsVwk. temporary position
available at Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Northwestern Ohio in Bowling Green Responsibilities include clerical duties, gathering information with regard to processing volunteer and client applications, responsible for responding to in-person and
telephone inquiries in a professional manner, various duties to assist caseworker
Position requires mature individuals able
to handle multiple tasks. Requirements include proficient computer skills - Microsoft
Word, ability to work independently. Fax
resumes to 419-352-9679
St. Mark's Lutheran Church seeking Nursery Supervisor for Sunday mornings between 8 15-10:45am. ECE majors and/or
expenence with toddlers preferred. Send
resume to: St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
Linda Contreras. 315 S. College, Bowling
Green. OH 43402
Telephone order clerks full/part-time
$6 00/hr. guaranteed. Daily bonus avail
Start immediately 353-8705
Wailstaff Days or nights, apply in person
at Brandywine Country Club.
Wood Co Prosecutor's Youth Violence
Prevention Program Assistant Director's
Position. Full-time 35-40hr/wk HS diploma & own transportation a must. Additional education & exper. beneficial Deadline
11/12/99. Application (419) 354-9250.

25" color television. Brand new w/brand
new TI-83. $320. 354-6539.
'89 Cavalier Z24
$2300 obo
372-6749
CAR-PONS.COM
Free automobile coupons
in your email
www.car-pons.com
Homes from $199.30 mo Repos, 4%
down. OK credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584
HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
Money Orders $.25
Payday loans, checks cashed,
Prepaid phone cards.
Fast cash, 1068 N. Main St

354-2300.
Sony 500 Watt (100x5)
Dolby Digital "Ready" Receiver
Like new w/warranty, $175 obo
Call 354-1113 for details.

For Rent
"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E. Merry, *3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available
1 large room with kitchenette & bathroom,
upstairs, grad student preferred
Utilities, furnished, 352-5822
1.2.3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

For Sale
•'111! Cancun & Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals.
Drinks From $399! 1 ol 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics1
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

House for rent
3 bdrms, 1 bath, very low utilities, close to
campus and downtown. $630/month. Call
352-0206 to view.

"111! Spnng Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona, South Beach. Florida
$129! springbreaktravel com 1-800-678-

Houses & Apts for 2000-20001
school year
1 to 4 person rooms avail.
12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after Bpm-Listing at 532 Manville

6386.

800-869-9346

1987 Nissan Stanza 131K. 5 speed, no
rust, runs good, $2100 obo 352-1844.
ask Eugene
1991 Chevy Cavalier, 129K, looks good,
runs good. $2600 obo. Call Mike 3530375 afternoons.

Now hiring all shifts, full & part time. Benefits available. Apply at BP Oil, 1670 E.
Wooster.

1997 Cutlass Supreme. 43.000 mi Autopower steer, locks. ABS $11900 obo.
352-6817

Spring 2000
Campus Manor Apts -dough St.-Close
to campus. $300/mo„ 2 bedrooms. New
carpet. Call 353-0563 and
ask for Christina
Subleaser needed
2 bdrm. apt. clean
$390/mo. starting ASAP.
354-0130

The BG News Classified
Fax/Mail-in Form:
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place
advertising in The News. The decision whether to release this information shall
be made by the management of The BG News. The purpose of this policy is to
discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarressing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.
THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUE TO ILLEGIBILITY OR INCOMPLETE INFORMATION.

DEADLINE:

1 day prior to publication by 2:00 p.m.

RATES PER DAY:

95e per line (approx. 35-45 spaces per line)
$2.85 minimum charge; 70e extra on TOTAL cost for BOLD type
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1 x 1 box 8 lines maximum
$7.50 per insertion
1 x 2 box 16 lines maximum
$14.25 per insertion

Visit us on the web at
<www.midwestern.edu>
or call us at 888/247-9277

Management Inc.

Leasing for January

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis..

1082 Fairview

^tUi^tfll

Large studios,
91/2-12 mo. leases

Starts at $380- Call353-5800

110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Lunch • Dinner * Spirits

/tfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Heinzsite Apis.,
716 N. Enterprise
Large studio, close to BGSU
91/2-12 mo. Leases
Starts at $400

Management Inc.
F.\ergreen Apts.,
215 E. Poc
Studios & huge 1 bdrms
Laundry on site
Rent starts at $250,
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow Home Apts.,
830 Fourth St.
1 bdrm.. gas heat. A/C,
Remodeled
Starting at $400
Call 353-5800

Largest Vegetarian Menu in Town!

•Tues • Country Night Is Back!!
•Wed - HiP HOP / R&B
•Thurs - Best ot 80's-90'sDance Music
•Fri - Upstairs - Best ot 80*s - 90's
Dance Music
Downstairs • John and Greg
No Cover
•Sat - Best of 80's - 90's Dance Music
DJ DEPO
Get here early to beat the lines

Management Inc.

The Bar That
Everyone Ends Up At

Slop by our office al
1045 N. Main SI. for complete listing or call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

fI

I

I

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM:
Please print your ad clearly, exactly how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.
Name/Dept:
Start Date:
Address:

Number of Days:
BGSU# AREA
Days of the Week: M
PIN# or SS#
Category
1
2
3
4
6
7

T

ORG
W TH

Placement Sch.
Campus Events*
City Events
Lost/Founds
Services Offered
Personals*

OBJ 5030
FRI

8
9
10
11
14

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Senior Farewells

'Campus Events and Personals must be placed in person at 204 West Hall.

Fax To: 372-0202
Or Mail To: 204 West Hall • Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403

